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I

Attn: Ed Muzik

55439 29 Palms Highway
Yucca Valley, California 92284

l

C'

RE: Proposal

for Wastewater

for the Hi - Desert Water

Collection

System

Design

Services

District ( District)

Dear Mr. Muzik:

The MWH Team appreciates the opportunity to submit our proposal to the Hi -Desert Water District for
r

the Wastewater

Collection

System

Design Services Project ( Project).

Our team is committed to serving the

District, the project, and the community as a whole. MWH, in partnership with RBF Engineers, Kleinfelder
and supporting subconsultants, recommits our locally and nationally recognized collection system specialists
who have successfully completed similar projects, including those for the District.
We understand the District is facing a time -certain
regulatory deadline and the need to quickly enlist public
support to secure additional funding for the Wastewater
Treatment and Water Reclamation

15 - Month
Schedule :

Project ( Program).

Savings->:

Design

of the collection

system

is a critical

component

of

the Program and it must be achieved using both proven

MWH Team

and innovative technologies while providing significant

J

cost savings and minimizing impacts to the business and
residential community. The MWH Team brings the District
the following unique benefits to achieve these goals:
An approach that leverages our District experience. The

l

52

uick Star

Established

Y

Schedule
U

others)

C•

MWH Team is proud of its history of serving the District' s

Savings

water and wastewater needs for over 20 years. Our
o

knowledge of District processes, existing environmental
conditions

within

the service

area, the above

and below

ground infrastructure, and the regulatory requirements is

unmatched. Our history, local knowledge, and existing
relationships with key internal and external stakeholders
will prove valuable in implementing the proposed project
with an accelerated

schedule

and cost- effective

budget.

aa 2012 2012

In addition, the MWH Team has substantially completed
the trunk sewer design, survey, mapping and geotechnical
investigation
based

for the project.

We have estimated

on past work at $ 500, 000 and we have

Time Time

and and provides provides a a 15 15- - month month schedule schedule savings. savings.

provided

details in the Approach section of the proposal.
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An approach that delivers savings to the District: The MWH Team is very familiar with the issues facing the
District on this important project. Our approach offers innovative solutions to these concerns while reducing

project risks and providing critical savings for the District. We have developed an approach that allows for
project completion 15 months ahead of the established schedule which provides additional time to meet

mandated construction

completion.

In addition, we have identified numerous cost saving methods including:

system optimization, a concurrent ' 5 Team' design approach, over 50% savings in geotechnical

investigation

costs, and reuse of existing design materials.

An approach that enriches the Community: We understand the importance to the District of providing longterm benefits to the community it serves. Our approach will deliver reliable and cost- effective sewer services
to District customers while providing methods to minimize disruptions to both the business and residential
community. Our past success providing technical and project support to District Public Information staff and
Katz and Associates will facilitate open communication that leads to public support and confidence in the
District. We have active relationships with area stakeholders that will enhance this process. In addition, we
can package and sequence the design work to maximize involvement of local businesses and construction
firms -

keeping project dollars in the local community the District serves. The MWH Team has developed
economic development and job creation programs on similar projects and suggests discussing a similar
approach

for the District.

Our proposal is organized in accordance with RFP requirements and is fully responsive to the selection
criteria. Additional details are provided in the Scope of Work and in our previously submitted Statement
of Qualifications (

Icons identifying key project success factors are located throughout the document

SOQ).

for easy reference:

D

4(

Local

Experienced

Experience

and

Committed

Partnership
with

VU

Savings

Community

the

District

Team
Our Project Manager, Wessam ( Sam) Daoud, is our point -of -contact for this solicitation.

He can be reached at

626) 568-6279 or via email at wessam. daoud@mwhglobal. com for any requests or questions you may have
during the proposal evaluation period. We fully commit the collective resources of our team to the District
for this critical project and look forward to the opportunity to continue our partnership with the District in
support of the Project and the Wastewater

Treatment

and Water Reclamation

Program.

Sincerely,

4.
Richard

D. Plecker,

Vice President

Wessam Daoud, PE, PhD, PMP

PE

and Regional

Manager

Project Manager
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SECTION 1

Project Approach

The Hi -Desert Water District ( District) is about to embark upon an extensive program

of planning,

designing,

constructing,

and operating

a public wastewater

collection

and treatment system that is protective of the environment and ultimately conserves
scarce water resources. While the overall goals of this program make sense intuitively,
implementing this program will be a daunting challenge. The District assumed this
role to protect underlying groundwater aquifers and satisfy the Regional Water Quality
Control

Board ( RWQCB)

requirements

for groundwater

protection.

For the past 20

years, MWH has stood beside the District as a trusted advisor, and has been involved

in nearly all of the studies and projects leading up to this point. Based on our shared
history over the last two decades, MWH has a deep and clear understanding of the
many challenges facing the District and theTown of Yucca Valley.

This section provides a detailed discussion of
the MWH

Team' s approach

incorporates

It incorporates project success factors and a

a successful

and details of our project management and

our approach

plan.

Additional

is presented

located in the Appendix

information

in our Scope

Our team is local to Southern

the

CA and we have served the

following to ensure

discussion of key issues, scope of work tasks,
communication

Local Experience

Our Approach

to the project.

desert communities, including

project

the District, since

1945.

on

Ex

of Work

i

nc

d and

Committed Team

and in our SOO.

We bring global expertise that' s locally

KEY FACTORS TO PROJECT SUCCESS

applied, best practices, similar project

experience, and industry leaders.
MWH

has gained

considerable

and

unequaled

insight,

understanding, and institutional knowledge during
the past two decades by assisting the District with all
facets

of this

to understand
desired

program.
the

outcomes.

Over the years,

District'
MWH

s culture,
is a global

we have

come

expectations,
firm,

capable

and

our global capabilities with our unmatched local

knowledge to identify several key issues that will be
considered as part of the collection system design
project. Figure 1 defines several of these factors and
an overview

of our approach.

i

local relationships,

and a unique project perspective.

Community

0

Understanding of comm unity
issues, minimizing comm unity
impacts, community inv o0lvement —

especially
p
y local business es.

The next several
a

pages identify and describe several of the higher priority
items and demonstrate our approach to each.

for two dec-

ades. We have developed institutio nal knowledge,

of

deploying cutting- edge technologies and best practices
from around the world. Accordingly, we have coupled

provides

Partnership with the District
MWH has proudly served the Distr ict

Savings
I Our team blends experience
and innovative

approaches

to

drive schedule and minimize
overall project cost.
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Wastewater Collection System Design Services

FIGURE 1 - KEY ISSUES. The MWH Team' s unique perspective leverages project knowledge and wastewater industry
leadership to provide cost- effective technical solutions and significant cost and schedule savings, while minimizing
community impacts.
Keylssues

Issue

1 Approach

Accuracy and availability of reliable information: Approximately

Institutional knowledge of the

75 percent of the drawings from MWH' s 90 percent design of

District minimizes learning curve

the trunk sewer performed in 2002 can be reused, as well as
information in the 2009 Sewer Master Plan

Disruption to surrounding businesses: Design that maximizes
access during construction

Accelerated schedule
minimizes cost

Minimize disruptions to existing
businesses as well as residents

Accelerated Schedule: Utilizing five concurrent design teams for

APPROACH

the collection system and lift stations

System Optimization: Utilize two step optimization process to
establish proper depths of collector sewers and trunk sewer

IMPACTS AND
PUBLIC
OUTREACH
SUPPORT

i

Need for public financing: Continuous public communication and

Long- standing experience working

messaging. Ensure that cost estimate is accurate

with the District' s public

Public impacts: Work with PIO and public outreach firm early

outreach firm

in the design process to consider public impacts and design

Local job creation

approaches to mitigating potential concerns

Minimize disruptions to businesses
Direct communication builds
empathy

and good will

Developing an accurate cost estimate: Utilize our established

Institutional knowledge of the

systems and processes, as well as previous work for the District,

District minimizes learning curve

to establish an accurate estimate early in the design

Meeting schedule for
financial

COST ESTIMATE

support

Accurate cost estimate will increase
public confidence in the project and
in District staff
r

ROADWAY

EVALUATION

Impacts to public roadways and restoration requirements

A clear understanding of pavement

stemming from underground trenching activities: Document

conditions

existing pavement conditions ( video and photo) in digital

manages future expectations

GIS format

aides negotiations

and

Minimizing disruptions to
businesses and residents

GEOTECHNICAL»

Collecting accurate geotechnical data: Utilize the geotechnical
data collected by Kleinfelder during the previous investigations

Utilizing existing data will result in

Geotechnical design considerations including soil conditions
and seismic activity: Excavate approximately 80 additional

Accurate characterization of

borings distributed throughout the project area to evaluate

project alignment minimizes

subsurface

unforeseen conditions and risk

conditions

Odors from lift stations located near homes create nuisances for

residents: Utilizing local system knowledge to identify the typical
sources of odor problems and reviewing plan and profile data to
develop a list of potential odor hotspots

50 percent cost savings

subsurface conditions along the

Early identification of potential
problems allows flexibility
in mitigation
Minimize public impact

Verifying the location of sewer laterals: Verification through our

Our approach ensures minimal field

proposed three phase process

work, while gathering

required

information efficiently, resulting in
significant cost savings

Strategically controlling and mitigating risk: Utilize a
MANAGEMENT

Risk Register, prepare multiple contract packages, and
prequalify

contractors

Avoids, mitigates, allocates risk
Potential

change

order reduction

Takes advantage of

favorable pricing
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HI - DESERT
WASTEWATER

MWH' s Design Approach is tailored towards maximizing
cost savings for the District while minimizing risk and
community impacts, specifically reducing disruptions to
local businesses during constructability.

PHASE

1-

DISTRICT

TRUNK

FACILITIES

SEWER

LINE

WAT ER __ --

R=-_

The overall " quality" of a collection system design

WATER

COLLECTION

depends heavily on the accuracy and availability of
reliable topographic, planimetric, and cadastral survey
and subsurface utility information. Accordingly, MWH

A
OCTOBER

will focus early in the design process on obtaining
available utility record drawings, and organizing the
drawings into a consistent format that is readily usable
for developing the collection system design.
As- builts, record drawings,
underground

utilities,

and anecdotal

information

such as the District' s water

MWH' s 20 -

year history working on District projects provides a
comprehensive understanding of project issues and
successful stakeholder relationships resulting in a quick

for

mains,

start and

will be compiled and organized, as well as zoning
maps, street maps, and residential/ commercial

ownership

17. 2072

FIGURE 2 - PROJECT KNOWLEDGE.

project

savings.

where the proposed sewer may cross other utilities. The
next consideration is to obtain geotechnical information

records.

from soil borings to establish

The 2009 Sewer Master Plan is a good starting point
for laying out the collectors and trunk sewers alignment.
Using the collected utility data and overlaying the pipe
alignments from the sewer master plan will identify areas
where the sewer lines/ structures

might conflict

sewer pipe material,

trench bedding, trench design criteria, and to determine
suitability of native excavated material for trench backfill.
Figure 3 illustrates the work flows for the preliminary

with

design and final design of the collection system.

existing utilities, thus enabling a quick, but acceptable

The figure is an abbreviated
Design Framework"

collector and trunk sewer alignment. Potholing can
then be used to further establish more exact locations

version of the five- page

that MWH uses for pipeline and

infrastructure designs.

Intermediate ( 60%) Design

Preliminary Design
Project

Design/

Submit

Submit

Control

Tech

Preliminary

Intermediate

IdentifyIdentify andand commitcommit
• •

Agree Agree onon Design Design

lead Project Reviewer/

Criteria

Repro

Identity Data Gaps

Coordinator -

Repro Repro

1.1.

Geotechnical

Calcualtions Check

Approval Documented

Plan & Profile

Calcualtions Check

Approval Documented

Easements and ROW

Drawings Check

on Project OA/ OC

Special Crossings

Drawings Check

on Project OA/ OC

Tracking Form

Pipe Material

Design Analysis

Tracking Form

Hydraulic Modeling

Report Check

Pothole

Design Analysis

Updated Utility Database

Report Check

11• •; ;

r

1.1.

rr

Plan OPCC

esign esign
Nn
Incorporate
Comments Comments
Comments

1'1'

Incorporate
Comments Comments
Comments
1.1.

1_1_
1_

Submit Submit

IComment
ncorporatse Comment
Incorporatse

YesYes
Yes

11

FinalFinal
alal

General &
Standard

Details

final Plan &

Profile Set

Special Crossings

Interdiscipline

Design Design
Itoo%Itoo% j
HiHi- - DesertDesert

Repro

Constructabiliry Review '
Operability Reviews
Coo( d.

Discipline Checking Final Red/ Yellow Checking
Biddability Review

Contract Conditions

Bedding and
Backfill Detail

Approval Documented

Check Check to to make make

on Project 11A/ OC

sure sure comments comments werewere

Tracking Form

incorporatedincorporated correctlycorrectly

Define Define Pavement Pavement
andand Surface Surface Restoration Restoration

BiddingBidding

TESC TESC Plans Plans
General &General &

Boilerplate Boilerplate Specifications Specifications
rr

SupplementarySupplementary
General General

I'

rr

Phase Phase

Condition Condition

rr

Services Services

Technical Technical Specifications Specifications
Respond Respond to to contractor contractor questions -questions -

ReviewReview SubmittalsSubmittals

Issue Issue

RespondRespond toto RFIsRFIs

Addenda - Addenda -

EvaluateEvaluate BidsBids
• •

Review Review

DESIGN DESIGN FRAMEWORK. FRAMEWORK. Our Our

time time
- - testedtested approach,approach, usedused onon District District andand

PCOs PCOs

AtteAtte ndnd ProgressProgress MeetingsMeetings
ProvideProvide Technical Technical SupportSupport
Prepa,Prepa, ee Record Record Drawings Drawings
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Design Services

MWH' s design approach includes numerous COST SAVING MEASURES. For example, in 2002,

n

MWH prepared a 90 percent level design of the District' s trunk sewer. We believe that

75 percent of these drawing can be reused for this project and several of the existing
geotechnical borings can be reused in the collection system design effort. Reusing the
information in this example will save over $ 250K in costs.

Team Three will design all mains and collectors south of

Accelerated Schedule

Twenty Nine Palms Highway and east of Sage Street.
Based on the schedule constraints described in the RFP,
Team Four will be responsible for the design of all mains

MWH estimates a four- month period of predesign,

followed by eight months of final design will be required
to accomplish the District' s goal of construction by May

and

collectors

west of Sage

Street.

Team Five will design all the lift stations.

2016. To meet this schedule, MWH proposes to use four

design teams working concurrently on the collection

It is envisioned that Team One will be finished with

system, with an additional design team for lift stations to

establishing the trunk sewer grade line early so that the

develop the predesign documents and complete the final

other teams can establish their grades for the mains

design documents within the 12 -month window. Figure 4

and collectors.

depicts the proposed geographic areas of each team and
is further described

This approach

as follows:

ensures that the total project is broken

down into four bid packages for pipelines and one
Team One will focus on the main trunk sewer that

package

commences at Kickapoo and Homestead,

eastward, crossing Twenty Nine Palms Highway between

overall construction risk. Establishing the grades for the
trunk sewers and mains/ collectors will be a balancing

proceeding

for the

lift stations.

This

in turn

reduces

the

Palm and Mohawk, and proceeding generally parallel

act to make sure that the optimum

to the Highway but north of it along Cassia, Aviation,

realized, and maximizing gravity connections of house

Sunnyslope,

laterals, minimizing the number of individual grinder

and on to Paxton, terminating

at Paxton and

Balsa, which is the site for the Paxton lift station.

pumps

and

depth of sewers is

lift stations.

Team Two will design all the mains and collectors north

of Twenty Nine Palms Highway and east of Sage Street
to Paradise Valley.
N

TEAM

1

TEAM

3

TEAM

5

Shy„pan

m

d

TEAM 2 ®

p

TEAM 4
I

I
77 cr
FIGURE 4—
ACCELERATED
SCHEDULE.

Use

of concurrent

design teams
will

provide

the District

l

a 15 - month

ioNue.

schedule savings

A critical aspect during design and construction will be to maintain access to all the commercial
properties and businesses along Twenty Nine Palms Highway. Consideration will be given to
installing the sewers in the alleyway behind the businesses, or using trenchless technology in the `
parking lots paralleling the highway. Jacking and receiving pits can be located such that there is
NIMUM

4

DISRUPTION

to the public.
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System Optimization
For a project of this size, it is crucial to optimize the components of the collection system to
minimize overall costs. The major components of the collection system are collector and trunk
sewers, lift stations, force mains, and service laterals with cleanouts. MWH envisions two steps in
I

the optimization

U,

1.

Establishing depth of mains and collector
sewers to maximize gravity laterals and minimize grinder pumps.

2.

Establishing depth of trunk sewer to minimize the number of system lift stations.

Cl

C—)

process:

In step 1, the home floor elevation drives lateral depth and consequently the depth of the mains

FI

and collector

sewer.

However,

to minimize

construction

costs,

mains

and

collector

sewers

should

be limited to six to eight feet in depth. Deeper collectors mean deeper trunk sewers, which

generally means more excavation and increased system cost. Accordingly, MWH will focus on
balancing the overall depth of the collection to minimize constructed and operational costs.

7'

Additionally, a similar exercise will be performed to establish the depth of collector sewers to pick
up the five commercial/ industrial satellite treatment systems.

E

In step 2, the depth of trunk sewers will be analyzed to minimize the number of lift stations. An
optimized trunk sewer depth will result in the lowest overall project cost, with a minimum number
of lift stations.

Property Line

Property Line
Lowest Service

Cleanout

CI

Elevation

Curb

Curb

Lowest Service
Elevation ;
r

1C

r
r

r

r

co

t

r

rD

pCD

Sewer Lateral

Sewer Lateral '
t

f

Sewer
Upper Lateral ;

Property Owner)

Lower

Main

Lateral ( District)
Upper Lateral

Lower

Property Owner) ; Lateral ( District)
HOUSEHOLD

REQUIRING

GRINDER

Sewer

PUMP.

We have also designed systems of shared grinder
pumps where it makes sense.

DEEPER

SEWER

ELIMINATE

TO

GRINDER

Main
PUMP

FIGURE 5 - SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION. Minimizing on -lot grinder pumps, lift stations,
and deep sewers will maximize cost savings and reduce impacts to the community.

The 2009 Sewer Master Plan identified three lift stations for the Phase 1 area. During the planning
effort, as well as the subsequent

VE study, a concerted effort was made to minimize the number

of lift stations without causing excessive depth of trunk sewers. Technically, more lift stations can
be eliminated, but with the additional cost of excessively deep sewers. MWH proposes to further
evaluate and refine the analysis to optimize the depth of trunk sewers with the goal of reducing
the lift stations to less than the three presently envisioned.
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Wastewater Collection System Design Services

In addition to pipe depth and lift station optimization,

other design considerations include: selecting appropriate
materials for gravity sewers, force mains, and manholes;
maximizing the use of native soils and reducing the
impacts from corrosive soils; survey and geotechnical
data collection; documenting design calculations
including hydraulic, structural, thrust, trench load,
and coordinate geometry; setting up the drawing list,
permitting plans; and front-end, general, supplemental,
and technical

1 Our long- standing experience
in working with Katz and

C. -

Associates will ensure SMOOT'-I
COVNiUNICATION

between

the two firms and eliminate
communication

challenges.

specifications.

and goodwill between the owner ( District) and the

2-

Community Impacts and

public. Identified impacts can then be addressed to the

Public Outreach Support

extent possible in the design and specifications and
communicated to the contractor( s) in the bid documents.

The District anticipates

approaching

their customers and

the greater Yucca Valley community for funding support
to complete

the Water

Reclamation

Program.

While

the District has amassed initial funding from numerous
sources to start the detailed design effort for the
collection

system

and

treatment

plant,

the

District

As many community impacts occur during construction,
it may be necessary for the MWH Team and/ or
Katz to conduct periodic contractor training, or
require the contractor to provide periodic community

briefings during construction to ensure open and
also

continuous

communication.

needs to more accurately ( and confidently) determine
overall

system

capital

cost estimates

to support

public

education and public financing needs. The District
correctly believes that if it is to ask the community for
support, it needs to do so only once, and as accurately
as possible, as subsequent requests for funding will not
likely be well received.

Minimimize Local Business Impacts
The MWH Team' s design of the collection system will
incorporate elements to ensure minimal disruption to

local businesses, as well as residents during construction.
Our knowledge of project stakeholders, including
communities, will facilitate this process. Some of these

Continuous public communication and messaging will be
a key success factor for this project. The collection system

design elements which we have used successfully for
other

clients

are:

design effort will need to collect a tremendous amount of

detailed data, with a variety of " quality" and from various

Alignment of collector sewers in back alleys of

sources, to establish an appropriate level of design within

driveways of commercial

a fixed budget and schedule. Significant effort is typically
spent in establishing design criteria and on the subsequent
engineering design effort—this micro focus can sometimes
obscure the bigger picture macro issues which can make

properties

Limiting open trench lengths/ locations
Using trenchless technologies

such as microtunneling

and directional drilling

or break a project such as public ingress/ egress, merchant
and public disruption, convenience,

noise, light and air

quality, which are often not considered

in enough depth

during the design process.

Public Outreach
MWH

proposes

to work

with

the District' s future

PIO,

staff, and their public outreach firm ( Katz and Associates)

early in the design process to consider public impacts
and design approaches

to mitigating potential concerns

early on. We propose to do this by meeting with key
stakeholders, framing the scope/ vision of the project,
asking good questions, and listening. We have found
the process of asking questions and listening, even if
every problem cannot be solved, promotes empathy

FIGURE 6 - MINIMIZING BUSINESS DISRUPTIONS. Etfective

scheduling, sequencing, and communication will minimize impacts
to local businesses during design AND construction.
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MWH' s in- house construction company ( MWHC) has

MWH could HELP THE

developed a state- of-the- art Construction

e"

DISTRICT

C—)

craft a program

Database

that

includes

material,

labor,

Knowledge

and equipment -

where local owner/ operator

rate costs, and labor production rates for facilities that

construction

are implemented

participate
system

businesses

could

in the wastewater

using a conventional design - bid -build

project delivery system. All MWH cost estimates are
prepared under direct supervision of certified cost

construction.

estimators. Our experience with design and construction
l

of projects gives MWH a firm grasp on expected costs

Economic Benefits to the Community

from similar projects.

Given current economic conditions and unemployment
rates, a significant issue in most communities is jobs
and overall economic development opportunities. The
proposed collection system project can be structured,

FIGURE 7 - ACCURATE COST ESTIMATES. Early and
accurate

cost estimates

will build public

support

and confidence

in the project.

through innovative packaging and sequencing, to
serve as a catalyst for local job creation. This will be a

positive aspect for the community, potentially offsetting
public inconveniences, rate increases and disruptions.
If elements of the project construction are packaged

HOWE HALLER $

as smaller units, attractive to smaller local construction

IMPROVEMENTS,

businesses, these opportunities

Denver Water

can be realized.

REGIONAL PLANT $

Small construction businesses usually lack the financial
resources, resume of experience, and business acumen
to insure and bond larger municipal projects. The District

4. 059M $

3. 39M

16. 26

34. OM $

36. 0M -

5. 9

99M $

99. 763M -.

77

EXPANSION TO 8

MGD, Elsinore Valley
Municipal

WD

may develop a program that uses pooled resources
from the District and others in the community to back
and incubate small business opportunities creating

CRYSTAL SPRINGS $

a potential win- win scenario for the District and the

Francisco Public

local construction industry. As an important side note,
breaking the project into smaller packages diversifies the
District' s project risk profile, introducing more contractor
competition and reducing the likelihood that only larger

LAS VEGAS WASH $

RESERVOIR, San

Utility Commission
13. 67M $

13. 5M

1. 24

5. 3M $

4. 51VI

15. 09

13. 2M $

12. 492M

5. 36

CHANNEL, City of
North Las Vegas

construction firms participate.
HIGHLAND BOOSTER $
STATION,

3 - Construction Cost Estimate

Yorba

Linda WD

Implementing this project will rely heavily on an
accurate construction cost estimate, developed early
in the design effort. Because the District plans to use

MADISON

VALLEY $

NW DIVERSION,
Seattle Public Utilities

the cost estimate developed as the basis for estimating
customer assessment and the sales tax increase required
to fund the project construction,

it is imperative

that

Due to the proprietary nature of contracts, bid award data is typically not

the preliminary cost estimate be as accurate as possible.
MWH understands the sensitivity in this issue and has

available.

unique capabilities to develop a reliable and

typically

In this table, vie included the Iovi' bid amount for each contract.

Negotiated

awards can vary slightly; hog lever, construction

avvard is

made very close to this amount.

accurate estimate.

In 2009, MWH developed a cost estimate for the proposed project as part of the 2009
r

Sewer Master Plan. Using our experience, combined with the surveying/ mapping and
geotechnical work performed in 2011- 2012, we have a STRONG FOUNDATION and a unique

advantage in preparing an accurate cost estimate early in the design.
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4-

Roadway Evaluation

Impacts

to public roadways

and restoration

requirements

stemming from underground trenching activities will be
a key project issue. As much of the collection system
will be located in the public right-of-way necessitating
an encroachment permit, the jurisdiction owning the
street will place conditions against the District for street

restoration. The key to this issue is early and effective
discussion with the jurisdictions involved known to

this MWH Team, and establishing clear expectations.
Negotiating

reasonable conditions is imperative

and should be based on a current pavement
condition

assessment.

MWH proposes to perform a photo and video survey
for pavement condition for all roadways within the

project boundaries. The purpose of this survey will be
to document existing pavement conditions prior to
construction. Pavement damage areas by location
and extent, including photographic

records of the

damaged areas, will be documented. This information
will be linked into our CIS database to generate an

interactive condition assessment map for all of the
affected roadways.

Pavement damage assessment practices will be consistent

with the Caltrans Pavement Condition

Survey Pavement

Evaluation Manual. Levels of damage will be assigned,
and potential additional construction

related damage

FIGURE 8 - LOCAL CONDITIONS. MWH Team familiarity with

local roadway conditions will provide for design efficiencies
similar to our recent Mojave Water Agency project.

will be included to define the potential total pavement
restoration work required for the project.

This information will be worked into the bid documents for the project with the intent on limiting the contractors
damaged areas by limiting trench widths and trench patch payment widths. Final pavement restoration requirements
will be coordinated with the District to define the extent of repaving once the contractor has finished the trench
patching/

repair

work.

5 - Geotechnical
There are a number of geotechnical factors that must be considered when designing and constructing the collection
system. Because of this, accurate geotechnical data is necessary for successful design and construction of the collection
system. Prior knowledge of the subsurface conditions that exist in Yucca Valley is vital to performing an expedited
and cost-effective geotechnical

investigation

that can provide the required data to the design team. The MWH Team' s

approach to this task is geared towards minimizing field explorations, resulting in schedule compression and significant
cost savings for the District.

MWH' s approach will save approximately 50 PERCENT FOR THE DISTRICT on the
geotechnical task by using the geotechnical data collected by Kleinfelder during
previous

investigations.

eof0
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The MWH Team' s geotechnical subconsultant, Kleinfelder, has a solid understanding of the anticipated site conditions
and geotechnical design constraints for the project. They previously performed a geotechnical and geologic
investigation for the District' s proposed sewer and treatment facility in the City of Yucca Valley ( October 2000) and
more recently, a preliminary geotechnical engineering evaluation, including a seismic hazard analysis, for the District' s
proposed

new wastewater

treatment plant ( May 2012). Figure 9 shows the approximate number and locations of the

borings performed as part of that previous work.

18 Soil Borings atthe old Wastewater
Treatment Plant Site, 2000 -

Previous Soil Boring Locations, 2000 &

ir•

2012

F

Lift Stations

Proposed

Wastewater

Treatment

Plant

f

26 Borings for Sewer Line completed in 2000)

FIGURE

9 - PROJECT

BORINGS.

MWH

Team

knowledge

of soil conditions

Based on Kleinfelder' s previous investigations for
District

projects,

we anticipate

subsurface

allows

for optimal

alignment

and expedited

design.

MWH will evaluate these key issues and provide

conditions

to

appropriate recommendations for design and

consist of alluvial deposits comprised primarily of silty

construction.

sand,

additional borings distributed throughout the project

sand

with

silt, sand

with

gravel,

and

sandy

silt,

We plan to excavate approximately

80

generally in medium dense to very dense conditions.

area to evaluate subsurface conditions. The borings

The groundwater level is anticipated to be greater than

are planned to depths of 15 to 30 feet below existing

50 feet below the ground surface for the majority of

grades.

the sewer alignment and the project is located in a

number of borings, in conjunction with our proposed

seismically active region. Key geotechnical design issues

laboratory testing program and data collected during our

It is our professional

opinion

that the

proposed

include: low to moderate settlement potential of the soils

previous investigations, will be sufficient to characterize

when subjected to wetting ( collapse potential); low to

subsurface

severe potential for corrosion; design of structures for

in order to develop appropriate and cost effective
geotechnical recommendations pertaining to the design

seismic

activity;

excavation

characteristics;

and

suitability

of excavated soils for re -use as backfill for pipelines.
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6 - Odor Control
Odors resulting from hydrogen sulfide generation and release in the sewers
can cause significant nuisances as lift stations are often located adjacent to

homes. Identifying potential causes of odor and corrosion issues during the
collection system design phase is critical to developing an effective odor
and corrosion mitigation strategy. While studying the potential for biological
sulfide production and subsequent hydrogen sulfide release is often the

primary focus, evaluating the overall ventilation dynamics of the collection
system is also critical to understanding how and where odor emissions and
biogenic corrosion occur.

MWH' s approach to odor control includes identifying the typical sources

of odor problems and reviewing plan and profile data to develop a list of
potential odor hotspots. Based on our prior experience, MWH has identified

the following locations as potential sources of odor: the three proposed lift
stations; siphons located on Sunnyslope Drive ( 200 feet east of Warren Vista
Ave.);
Cholla

Acoma Trail ( 300 feet north of Papago Trail); on the intersection of
Ave. &

Coyote

Trail;

and grinder

pumps.

Pressure forces H 2 S
and odor from wet well

Airmgwn

pressu=

thewell

Air pushed out
from backpressure

T
FIGURE
ODOR

Air can enter or leave depending
upon pressure and conditions

10 CONTROL.

The MWH Team has
identified areas of concern for
odor control at lift stations
and manhole locations with
solutions that will minimize

community impacts.

10
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MWH' s prior experience with the District' s Water Reclamation Program and our EXTENSIVE

y

KNOWLEDGE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM will ensure timely identification of areas with
potential odor issues, which will assist the design team in incorporating odor mitigation
strategies early on in the design process.

Using flow data, GIS, and plan and profile data, the

The

MWH Team will evaluate the ventilation and sulfide

through a three phase process. Initially, we will utilize
the existing topographic and septic location base file
information provided by the District along with the

generation potential to identify possible problem areas,
quantify the relative extent of the odor issues, and
ultimately prioritize the extent to which these issues
contribute

to overall

system - wide

odor

recommendations
wherever

The results

of this analysis

will

system

wastewater

to approach

collection

this verification

system

alignment

and

and

those

which

will warrant

additional

research.

provide

a basis for developing an overall odor and corrosion
mitigation

preliminary

proposes

have few issues with connecting to the proposed sewer

design

to eliminate these odor hotspots,

possible.

Team

pipe slopes to determine those parcels/ sites that should

emissions.

MWH may need to evaluate alternative

MWH

Following this initial desktop review, the project team
will coordinate

strategy.

with the Town of Yucca Valley Building

Department staff to pull any permits pertaining to septic
The MWH Team proposes to perform a detailed

systems for those sites which are in question

technology evaluation to identify potential odor control
options, including liquid phase treatment ( chemical

location of the sewer service. The intent of this effort will

addition)

determining the location of sewer service. If, following the

and vapor

phase

treatment (

physical,

chemical,

as to the

be to review the plot plan portion of the permit to aid in

and biological) technologies. Often times the most

review of the permits, the location of the sewer service

effective odor control strategy is a combination of

is still in question, the project team will provide a field

treatment

review of those remaining parcels requiring verification.

options

that

results

in comprehensive,

system-

wide odor control. Finally, the results from the analysis
and technology evaluation will be used to develop a

This field review will require contacting and coordination

number

with the property owner, and a site visit meeting to

of system - wide odor control

strategies

that target

the odor control hotspots. The system -wide odor control

locate evidence of the sewer lateral location. During this

strategies will be compared, and a preferred solution will

full process, the sewer base file will be updated to show

be recommended based on the results of the study and
District staff input. MWH has successfully applied this
approach on the nationally recognized

Cape Coral Facility

the proposed location of the sewer lateral service stub
off of the sewer

mainline,

as well as a matrix

each

parcel

and how the location of the lateral was determined

during this verification process.

and Utility Expansion Program, as well as the Sewer
System Evaluation and Rehabilitation
Program for New Orleans.

This a PP -roach ensures

MINIMAL

FIELD WORK

while

gathering required information efficiently, resulting in

7 - Location of

SIGNIFICANT

COST SAVINGS

so

for the District.

Sewer Laterals
For the proposed

wastewater

collection service area, verifying the

location of sewer lines exiting existing
building structures during the design
process will be critical in determining

incorporated into the design plans,\

N

ed

eo

Soo`

y

1 aft. (Typ.)
1
1%(

Property Line
Cleanout

1

Elevation

the location, size, and grade of
the service lateral stub that will be

r

Lowest Service

Curb

i
TYP)

and subsequently constructed to

the property line for eachSewer
Septic
Sewer Lateral
customer service. Additionally, this
verification

will also identify those

Tank
to be
Decommisioned (

properties that cannot be gravity

Upper Lateral

Property Owner) ;

Main

Lower
Lateral
r

District)

served, thus requiring pumping to
connect

to the proposed

collection system.

wastewater

FIGURE 11 - SERVICE CONNECTIONS. MWH Team familiarity with system
requirements, the alignment, residential and business properties, and field conditions will
allow for optimal service connections.
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FIGURE 12 - PROJECT RISK REGISTER. Our preliminary risk register has identified
numerous issues which avill be individually addressed and aggressively managed,
allowing for effective avoidance, mitigation, and allocation of project risks.
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8 - Risk Management
All projects carry some degree of risk. Reasonable and
affordable designs are made in terms of budget, level
of effort, and construction

standards to balance risk.

The challenge during design is strategically controlling
risk—designs that are more detailed usually mean fewer
contract change orders in the field and vice versa.
However, since there are budget and schedule limits
in the design, the District will need to make numerous
risk based decisions as the design progresses. MWH

will carefully identify the risk, present alternatives
and

recommendations

with

risk mitigating

measures,

and, once approved by the District, document these
decisions in a risk register ( Figure 12) for use during the
construction .phase.

Another method of minimizing construction

the pipelines, and one package for the lift station. The

District can bid the first two packages for the gravity
sewer starting at the most downstream end, make a
note of challenges encountered, progress by contractor,
and any change orders requested. This information will
then be utilized to make adjustments to the remaining
packages before bidding out.
As this is a large project in excess of $ 70M, there

are also risks to consider and mitigate during the bid
phase and construction.

qualified contractors.

Based on our understanding

of the project, some of the

risk would

be to prepare four contract document ( bid) packages for

One risk involves less -than -

One way to mitigate that risk is

to prequalify General Contractors ( GC) that have the

areas that require more focus to mitigate design and

requisite experience

construction risk include:

personnel, references, and financial stability to bid the
project and deliver successfully. In addition, by bidding

Crossings of the Twenty Nine Palms Highway
Siphons

at

Sunnyslope
Acoma

Drive

the bids more competitive. Increasing the number of
bid packages will need to be balanced by the increased
and increased construction

management

cost

of managing several contractors in parallel. Regardless,

Cholla Avenue

Sunnyslope

systems, with

smaller packages, the pool of GC' s will be larger and

complexity

Trail

in installing collection

consideration

Drive crossing at Wash

should be given to conducting

partnering

sessions with successful contractors, construction

Siting of Paxton lift station at Paxton and Balsa

manager,

Other locations that may surface during

for partnering is to candidly discuss risks a jointly
establish procedures for handling risks and change order

design execution

design

engineer,

and

the

District.

The objective

issues that is fair to all parties.

MWH uses an approach to design risk management focused on MAINTAINING SCHEDULE AND
COMMUNICAi ING so as to minimize surprises.

12
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION PLAN
Right

Project Management for this project will be a critical factor in ensuring
success. Making sure that design, bidding, and construction go smoothly are
key components to helping the District meet the timeframes set forth by the
RWQCB, and to minimize community disruption. MWH is an industry leader

Person

Right Job

Continuous

Learning

Accountability

Improvement ;

JT ..(

in project

management

and

our project

management

and

communications

plan will help ensure that all the key issues discussed earlier in this section
Standard
Tools

are communicated

Consistent

to the relevant stakeholders

and resolved in a timely and

cost- effective manner. This section highlights project management tools and

Practices

methods,

proven

on District

projects,

that will make

this project

successful.

Cost Control and Methods/ Systems
FIGURE FIGURE 1313- - SUCCESSFUL SUCCESSFUL PROJECT PROJECT

Our Our project project manager manager willwill bebe responsible responsible forfor controlling controlling project project costs costs
andand delivering delivering thethe project project withinwithin budget budget andand onon schedule,schedule, using using thethe
following following tools:tools:

DELIVERY.DELIVERY. Our Our proven proven project project
management management practicespractices provideprovide forfor

consistent consistent delivery delivery of of quality quality design.design.

Integrated Integrated Schedule Schedule andand BudgetBudget Management Management
TheThe work work breakdown breakdown structure structure
(
( deliverable deliverable oriented oriented breakdown breakdown of of aa project project intointo smaller,smaller, more more manageable manageable

components)components) isis applied applied toto the the project project accounting accounting system system byby individually individually assigning assigning tracking tracking numbers.numbers. Costs Costs accrued accrued
toto these these tracking tracking numbers numbers areare automatically automatically reported reported toto thethe project project manager manager byby computer computer thethe following following week.week. ToTo
assure assure

rapid rapid comparison comparison

of of cost cost with with earned earned value value estimates estimates

and and estimates estimates

to to complete, complete,

MWH MWH

employs employs

an an integrated integrated

schedule schedule andand budget budget monitoring monitoring system system
( ( ISBM).ISBM). ThisThis system system monitors monitors and and reports reports project project budget budget andand schedule schedule
compliance.compliance. TheThe ISBM ISBM isis computerized computerized andand thethe output output isis both both graphical graphical andand tabular tabular showing showing thethe current current period,period,
historical historical
- toto- - date date accounting,accounting, andand estimates estimates toto complete complete the the work.work. Time Time andand actual actual dollar dollar values values ofof thethe work work performed performed
areare thethe common common denominators;denominators; thethe information information isis mademade aa partpart ofof thethe monthly monthly progress progress report.report. AnAn example example ofof such such aa
reportreport isis presented presented onon FigureFigure 14.14.

ISBMISBM ForFor ProjectProject

DESIGN DESIGN PROGRESS PROGRESS REVIEW REVIEW REPORT REPORT

HI-HI- 0ESERT 0ESERT

WATERWATER

MWH,MWH,
*
*

DISTRICT DISTRICT

KeyKey Decisions Decisions
/
/ Important Important Topics Topics inin Next Next 90 90 Days Days
eroseeeing eroseeeing beware --',—
beware --',—

11==

FIGUREFIGURE 1414- DASHBOARD DASHBOARD

F....
F....
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ManaBemenVraecutrve

concern

concern

repuirM repuirM

ManaBemenVraecutrve

action action

00 a.a. 3096 3096 assignassign inin p®p® grecs grecs
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REPORTING.REPORTING.
Our Our custom custom
projectproject

Schedule &Schedule &

Cost Cost Performance Performance Indices Indices

reporting reporting
methods,methods,
proven proven on on

past past District District
projects, projects,

will will

addressaddress thethe
needs needs of of all all
stakeholder stakeholder
groups.groups.
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Master

Approach for Monitoring
To ensure

the project

Project

Schedule -

MWH

utilizes

Primavera

P6

to prepare resource- and cost -loaded project schedules.

remains

on schedule

and within

the

All activities and logic are based on the planned
physical scope of the work. Our approach to schedule

budget, MWH will use Primavera P6 and the company' s
proprietary OPTIMAL system as the basis for monitoring

development will produce detailed activities, milestones,

budget and schedule performance.

and deliverables

that are isolated for monthly progress

evaluation from the kick-off through the final completion

Processes for Cost/ Schedule Variance

and closeout.

Basic methods for cost and time savings include early

Project Status Reporting System

variance identification and timely reporting. Central to
effective project management and control is engaging
the individuals who can make decisions; an effective

We recommend using a variety of performance
measurements and reporting techniques throughout the

integrated

life of the project. These include the following:

project

management

information

system

and project intranet; value engineering, constructability,

and bidability reviews; uniform design standards,
specifications, and design details; and quality assurance/
quality control. In addition, a number of innovative
cost- and time -saving techniques are available to the
project including:
Freeze design decisions at appropriate points will limit

Timely distribution of key design decisions/ criteria

Monthly reports will be prepared

the project' s status

and

manage

costs and

schedules. Our reporting system includes the following
key components:
Monthly reports focusing on overall status will
include a one- page executive summary, a detailed
task -by -task narrative of progress and significant
schedule

variance

analysis,

schedule

forecast, impact of variances, update of key
deliverables,

to the stakeholders will allow quick and decisive

and other

pertinent

information.

These reports will be the basis for regular formal

approval of the project design at specified points.

submittals and presentations that facilitate periodic

Alignment analysis and subsurface investigation

will minimize conflicts that may result in increased
costs

Reports -

events,

design changes to approved exceptions.

construction

Progress

to analyze

and time.

Risk management to quantify risk and mitigation costs

review and evaluation.

Project reports will be readily accessible and realtime so the MWH Team can focus on delivering
projects on time and within budget.

to identify the optimal cost solution.

A project SharePoint°

Share Point° -

In addition to the preliminary cost estimate,

more " paperless"

project

site allows for

management

and

uses

construction cost estimates, and schedules will

e- mail for automatically communicating deliverables

be developed as part of the pre -design effort and

to our client.

updated regularly thereafter. This is an extremely
important task that will ensure that design
decisions are evaluated based on their impact to the
construction

cost and technical

aspects

of the project.

The task will assist the District decision- making from a
value engineering perspective as the design proceeds.

Quality Assurance Program
MWH will perform internal quality assurance and
quality control ( QA/ QC) activities to obtain expert
guidance

on project

methodology

and

criteria,

review

project deliverables, and perform checks of engineering

Schedule Control Method/ Systems

calculations
members

The project manager has ultimate control and

project

on time

and

meet

the expectations

cost estimates.

The QA/ QC Committee

in the organizational

chart

consist

of senior level engineers experienced in sewer system

responsibility over the project schedule, striving to keep
the

and
outlined

of the

planning, design and construction.

District. MWH uses a variety of proven, sophisticated

MWH maintains a comprehensive

software tools for budgeting, resource planning, and
project controls. The following techniques and tools will

Program that enables delivery of high- quality services

support

Work

these activities:

Breakdown

Structure ( WBS) -

The WBS

will

Quality Management

and products. There are three components to Quality
Management Planning, Assurance, and Control:
Quality Planning -

Identification of appropriate quality

identify all aspects of the project so that schedule, cost,

standards relevant to this project, formal acceptance,

and accomplishments

and determination of means to satisfy them.

can be reported

and achieved

for

the entire project. The WBS promotes identification of
detailed
master

14

activities

and task

relationships

in the

project

schedule.
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Evaluation

Quality Assurance performance
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project

System

A

confidence that the project will satisfy the relevant
quality

00

standards.

Quality Control -
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Citizens / \
\

j

on a regular basis to provide

Collection

Monitoring

of specific project results

to determine if they comply with relevant quality
standards

and

identification

of ways to eliminate

causes of unsatisfactory performance.

HDWD

g

The MWH Team will utilize our proven quality
management

process

on the project.

Adherence

i Carollo

to

places

great

emphasis

o

Team

and inseparable part of our basic project management
Our program

3 3

MWH

MWH' s quality management procedures is an integral
activities.

Engineers')

on
ao

C'

prevention ( QA), while maintaining checks and balances
for inspection (

QC).

o

Communication Plan
RWOCB

Funding Agency

Based on our understanding of the project, we have
identified

numerous

stakeholders,

most of whom we

have worked with successfully on past projects. The
project will require an integrated team approach for the
overall project to be successful. Communication will

play an important role in the success of this project and
is integrated into every element of the MWH Team' s
approach. Through both a formal communication

FIGURE

15 -

CRITICAL

PROJECT

COMMUNICATION.

The MWH Team is familiar with internal and external

stakeholders, including business and community groups,
allowing for schedule and cost efficiencies and public support.

plan

as well as discussion facilitated by the close proximity of
our team members, ample opportunity will be provided

Dr. Daoud,

for collaboration and conversation between the District,

the stakeholders at the right time by incorporating the

outside stakeholders, task managers, discipline leads, and

required

team

assigning the right responsible party to the respective
task, and communicating project expectations to the
stakeholders at the monthly progress meetings and via
monthly progress reports. The MWH Team understands

members.

As part of both the project management and

with the District' s assistance,

activities

into the project

master

will engage

schedule,

communication plans, Dr. Daoud will facilitate monthly
workshops involving task managers, discipline leads, and

the timing of stakeholders'

support staff. These workshops will provide a regular

is essential to foster teamwork, reduce surprises at key

forum within which team members representing various

design review milestones, reduce risk of scope changes

disciplines can share progress, findings, and concerns and

and creeps,

work toward the development of collaborative

and to ensure

engagement in the project

successful

project

completion.

solutions.

These collaborative workshops will also provide a means

for the team to focus on the early identification of design
issues and alternatives. On a more regular basis, weekly
calls will be conducted by task managers to discuss
progress

specific

to each

The MWH Team' s

1=.

Communication Plan will

task.

be specifically tailored for

The impact and capacity to influence cost and schedule

are highest during the early design phase of the project.
Therefore, streamlining the design process, specifically at

SEAMLESS
v

and COORDINATION between

milestones where all stakeholders are required to engage

stakeholders,

and interact, will be the MWH Team' s priority.

reduce
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overall

which in turn will
project

risks.
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7

District Standard Agreement

F
c^

MWH has successfully negotiated several task orders under the District' s Master
Service Agreement dated October 2004. As requested in the RFP, we have reviewed
the Sample Professional Services Agreement and the Sample Professional Insurance
Model

provided

and provided

comments

outlined

below.

Sample Professional Services Agreement

Sample Professional Insurance Model

Based on review of the sample agreement, we have

Based on review of the sample professional

provided the following items for your consideration:

model, we have provided the following item for

insurance

informational purposes.
1.

Section 3. 2. 7.7, Verification of Coverage,
Line

7-

insert the following italicized language,

1....

all required

insurance

policies,

with

confidential or proprietary information redacted,
at any time."
2.

Section

3. 5. 1. 1,

1.

Contractual liability is provided under our
general liability policy. Blanket coverage provides
coverage for individual contracts.

Documents &

Data; Licensing
of Intellectual Property - insert the following
sentence at the end of the section " Not

withstanding the foregoing, methodologies,
process know- how and other instruments of
service used to prepare the work product shall

remain the property of Consultant."
3.

Section 3. 5. 2, Indemnification, Line 5 -

insert

in any manner, to the extent arising out
of...",

replace

negligent",

limitation

the word "

alleged"

and strike "...

with

the word

including without

the payment of all consequential

damages, ... ".

Insert the following: " In no
event shall either party be liable for any indirect,
incidental, special or consequential damages

whatsoever ( including but not limited to lost
profits or interruption of business)."
4.

Section 3. 3. 2, Payment of Compensation,
Line

5-

replace ' 45 days' with ' 30 days'. Insert

Interest shall accrue on late payments."
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APPENDIX A

Scope of Work
y

i

This section outlines the Scope of Work for Basic Services to be provided to the

DISTRICT by MWH ( CONSULTANT) for the Wastewater Collection System Design
Services Project ( PROJECT). The CONSULTANT understands that the DISTRICT

hired separate firms to provide environmental, financial, constructability, and value
engineering

support on this project.
The CONSULTANT will conduct a project Kickoff

Standards

Meeting with DISTRICT staff to review the Draft Work
The PROJECT

shall be designed

in accordance

with the

following locally adopted standards and procedures:

Plan. In addition to review of the Draft Work Plan, this

meeting will identify potential alternatives and new ideas.
The Final Work Plan will be distributed

1.

County of San Bernardino, Special Districts
Department Standards for Sanitary Sewer,
August

2.

2009.

California Department of Transportation Standard
Specifications

3.

and

Plans,

2010.

Current ASTM and AWWA standards
as applicable.

Project Management

to team members

following the Kickoff Meeting. Updates to the schedule
and any revisions to the Work Plan will be provided

to team members during the course of the PROJECT.
The CONSULTANT will have key PROJECT personnel
in attendance. The CONSULTANT will prepare meeting
agenda and meeting minutes to be reviewed by the
DISTRICT prior to issuing final versions for distribution.
Work Product: Five ( 5) copies of Draft Project Work
Plan, Five ( 5) copies of Final Project Work Plan, Kickoff

Meeting agenda and minutes.

This task will consist of project monitoring and
administration, attendance at regularly scheduled
progress meetings with DISTRICT staff and the project

Technical Advisory Committee ( TAC), and project quality
assurance/ quality control ( QA/ QC) activities. The
scope of this task and the associated level of effort and
cost of services assumes a 14 -month project schedule

to complete the preliminary design, final design, and
bidding phase services.
1. 1 —

Prepare Project Work Plan and Conduct

Kickoff Meeting. The CONSULTANT will prepare a
Project Work Plan for distribution

to all CONSULTANT

2—

Project Monitoring, Administration,
and Status Reporting. The CONSULTANT will
establish internal project controls to monitor project

status, budget, staffing, and schedule on an on- going
basis. Budget and schedule status will be reviewed

weekly by the CONSULTANT' s project manager. The
CONSULTANT

will prepare monthly status letters within

five working days after the close of the CONSULTANT' s
accounting month. The status letters will describe the

work completed during the previous month, anticipated
work for the following month, current budget and
schedule status, and any project issues requiring

and DISTRICT project team members. The Work Plan

discussion or resolution. Preparation of monthly invoices

will consist of the project scope, baseline schedule,

to the DISTRICT and execution and administration

and deliverables; identify project goals and objectives;
identify team member roles, responsibilities, and lines

subconsultant

of communication;

schedule

are

contracts
performed

as well
under

as updates

to the

of
project

this subtask.

and list the members of the project

team with addresses, telephone numbers, and email

Work Product: Budget and schedule updates, Monthly

addresses. The Work Plan will contain a QA/ QC Plan for

status reports, Monthly invoices.

all work products.
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1. 3 — Project Coordination Meetings. The

1. 7 — Agencies Coordination Meetings. The

CONSULTANT will hold biweekly telephone coordination

CONSULTANT will coordinate with the DISTRICT, Carollo

meetings with the client including appropriate

Engineers, and other pertinent agencies. Agencies to

team members for a maximum of two members of

be contacted

CONSULTANT

Board, Town of Yucca Valley, the County of San

staff. The CONSULTANT

shall prepare

shall consist of: Regional Water Quality

agendas and record meeting minutes to document key

Bernardino, and adjacent developers and their engineers.

information items or decisions made. A total of 28 one-

The CONSULTANT shall record meeting minutes to
document key information items or decisions made.

hour project coordination

meetings over the duration

of

the project are assumed.

The CONSULTANT shall have in attendance two staff at

Work Product: Meeting agenda and minutes.

each meeting. A maximum of 10 agency coordination
meetings are budgeted during the course of the project.

1. 4 — Project Progress Meetings. The

Work Product: Meeting minutes.

CONSULTANT

will

meet with

DISTRICT

staff on the

average of once every month in addition to subtask 1. 3

1. 8 — Board Presentations.

to review PROJECT

prepare the presentation material for one presentation

The CONSULTANT

status and discuss PROJECT
shall

prepare

the agenda

issues.

and

record

meeting minutes to document key information items or
decisions made. A total of 14 project status meetings

The CONSULTANT will

to the DISTRICT Board and one presentation to the

Regional Water Quality Board. These presentations will
be delivered by DISTRICT personnel.

over the duration of the project are assumed. The
CONSULTANT shall have in attendance two staff at
each

Work

meeting.

j

Project Technical Advisory Committee

TAC) Activities. The CONSULTANT will perform
internal

Presentation

materials.

14,

Work Product: Meeting agenda and minutes

5—

Product:

QA/ QC activities

to obtain

expert

I Public Outreach Assistance

This task will consist of assisting the DISTRICT and its
public outreach consultant in its public outreach effort
for this PROJECT. The scope of this task assumes a

guidance

on project methodology, review project deliverables,

14 -month project schedule to complete. Services are

and

proposed

perform

checks

cost estimates.

of engineering

The CONSULTANT

calculations

and

will form an internal

to support

a maximum

of three

public

outreach

events and contain three conference call coordination

TAC composed of two to three senior level engineers

meetings. Support of the outreach events consist of

experienced in sewer collection system preliminary and

graphics

final

and a brief summary overview of the project technical

design.

deliverables

These
and

team

provide

members
input

will

review

on technical

project

issues.

The

technical review team will meet formally at least three
times during the course of the PROJECT.
1. 6 — Submittal

and visual aids suitable for public presentation

features by the CONSULTANT. A total of 120 hours have
been budgeted for this task.

Preliminary Design Report

Review Meetings. The

CONSULTANT shall prepare and conduct submittal

and Cost Estimate

review meetings. The meetings will be conducted after
the 30, 60, 90, and 100 percent submittals. The intent of
these meetings is to discuss DISTRICT preferences,

review

The preliminary design report ( PDR) shall describe
the major elements of the project, develop the design

the design documents, and solicit review comments

to a 30 percent level, and summarize all assumptions

from the DISTRICT and project management staff. The

and criteria for final design of the project. This task

100 percent review meeting will be to present the final
documents and to prepare for the bidding process. The

will consist of collecting and reviewing existing data,

CONSULTANT will present the design submittal

The scope of this task assumes a four- month duration to

packages and update the status of detailed design

complete the preliminary design activities.

surveying, geotechnical,

and PDR preparation

activities.

during the design review meetings. The CONSULTANT
will indicate critical items for DISTRICT staff to review in

order to maximize the effectiveness

and efficiency of the

review process.

Work Product: Meeting agenda and minutes.

p_y
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3. 2. 1 —

Compile, Organize, and Summarize

Collection

I APPENDIX

System

Design

Sewer Design Criteria and Sewer System

Existing Documents and Oata. In conjunction with

Hydraulic Modeling. The CONSULTANT shall prepare

the DISTRICT, the CONSULTANT will identify pertinent

a design criteria summary to document design criteria

documents

for the wastewater

and data that provide information

required

for the project design and submit the request to the

collection

system. The design criteria

shall address slope; velocity; depth of flow ( d/ D ratio);
pipe materials; pipe class ( SDR/ DR ratios); manhole

DISTRICT. These documents will consist of:

spacing; and criteria required for the hydraulic modeling
DISTRICT water and GIS information

and design of the collection system.

Fiber optic information, assessor' s maps, record -of -

The CONSULTANT shall review and apply the hydraulic

surveys, parcel maps, final maps, survey datum,
basis of bearing, benchmark( s), and aerial

analysis from the Sewer Master Plan. The model
developed

topographic mapping

Improvement plans, grading, drainage and regional
flood control

plans, geotechnical

reports,

and

assumptions

Traffic impact analysis reports and corridor studies,

traffic signal plans, and utility plans
criteria

and

for minor losses from bends,

standards,

development

angle

points, junction structures, manholes, and selected pipe
material. The CONSULTANT

hydrology studies

Design

for the DISTRICT' s Sewer Master Plan

will be reviewed

will review and update the

made in the development

of the hydraulic

model to verify final design conditions. The Phase 1
Collection System shall be designed to convey build -out
flows from all three phases.

The Phase

1 boundaries

improvement plans, and other reports or studies

been revised

currently being processed by the DISTRICT, which will
likely affect the PROJECT

and it is assumed that the DISTRICT has updated the

since the Sewer Master

have

Plan was produced

hydraulic model to reflect these boundary changes.

The DISTRICT will be responsible for obtaining and
delivering these documents to the CONSULTANT. The
CONSULTANT shall be entitled to reasonably rely upon
the information and data provided by the DISTRICT and
its consultants or obtained from generally acceptable
sources within the industry without independent

The

verification

response to the review comments will be presented in

except

to the extent

expressly incorporated

such verification

is

in the Scope of Work. Due

CONSULTANT

will

prepare

a Draft

Design

Criteria

TM and a Hydraulic Analysis TM for distribution to
DISTRICT project team members. These two TMs

will be reviewed by the DISTRICT prior to inclusion
in, and submittal of the PDR. Review comments will
be addressed

and incorporated

into the PDR. Written

the PDR.

to the uncertainty of the amount of documents and
data involved in this task, for budgeting purposes, it is

Work Product: Five ( 5) copies of Draft Hydraulic Analysis

assumed that 128 hours will be required to complete

TM and the Design Criteria TM, Response to comments

this task.

on the

Work

Product:

Five ( 5)

copies

of Draft

Information

Summary Technical Memoranda ( TM) describing the
collected documents,

Response to comments on the

Draft TM.

3. 2 — Technical Memoranda. The CONSULTANT

Draft

TM.

3. 2. 2 — Collection System Odor Control Evaluation. The

CONSULTANT will identify potential odor sources within
the collection

system

make alternative

design.

design

The CONSULTANT

recommendations

will also

to mitigate

these hotspots up to three alternatives. In coordination
with the DISTRICT, the CONSULTANT

will make a

shall prepare the following TM to define the preliminary

recommendation

design

design and final design elements of the Wastewater

during the PDR. This alternative will be selected for detail
design during the final design phase.

Collection System. Once these TMs are approved, they

for one odor control

alternative

will be compiled and be part of the PDR that will be

submitted to the DISTRICT at the end of the preliminary
design phase.

Work Product: Five ( 5) copies of Draft Collection System
Odor Control Evaluation TM, Response to comments on
the Draft TM.
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Also, the CONSULTANT understands that the

3. 2. 3 —

Pump Station Design Criteria and Hydraulic
Modeling. The CONSULTANT shall prepare separate

electrical building will not contain office space,
desk

TMs for the design criteria and hydraulic modeling of the
pump

d.

stations.

Odor

space,

or a restroom.

Control.

The

CONSULTANT

will

review

available background information and perform

The first TM will be a Design Criteria Summary to
document design criteria for the pump stations. The
design criteria shall consist of: the maximum

sulfide hydrogen generation modeling for each
pump station, the associated force mains, and

capacity to

influent sewers within one mile of each pump

accommodate the peak hour flow, assuming the largest

station.

pump is out of service; a minimum of one standby pump;

startup condition and one future flow condition

and all pumps are designed with variable frequency drive
pumps. This TM will discuss the following:

scenarios.

a.

model

the

The CONSULTANT

will conduct

headspace ventilation modeling of the influent
gravity sewers, as necessary. Results will be

Site. The design criteria for the location of

presented in both tabular and chart format, and

requirements: entrance road and provide four

discussed in terms of odor and corrosion control

vehicle parking spots; accommodate future

strategy. An analysis of potential odor control

expansion of the pump station; site perimeter

strategies will be conducted and will consist of

should be monitored by motion detectors tied to

a discussion of available treatment options and

the SCADA

potential locations for implementation within the

system;

and the site perimeter

will

consist of an eight -foot fence with barbed wire, a

collection system. Strategies providing the lowest

walk gate, and a drive gate.
SCADA

System.

present worth cost for a 20 -year lifecycle will be

The CONSULTANT

coordinate 1/ 0, communication,

shall

presented,

and hardware

and

a preferred

comprehensive

odor

mitigation strategy will be recommended. The

needs for the pump station and collection

CONSULTANT will recommend the size, location,

system

and type of odor control facilities necessary to
mitigate odor emissions from the pump stations.

with the DISTRICT

Representative.

and the Owner' s

The CONSULTANT

will identify

and provide design of needed 1/ 0, hardware,
and communication

equipment between the

collection system and pump stations only. The
CONSULTANT
anticipates

understands

the use of radio

that the DISTRICT
communication

to

transmit signals from the pump station and/ or
collection system. Radio signal survey is not part
of this Scope of Work.
c.

will

in addition to up to two alignment/ operational

the pump station shall satisfy the following

b.

The CONSULTANT

Electrical.

The

e.

Standby Power. Each pump station shall have a
diesel generator to provide standby power. The
backup power system shall satisfy the following
minimum

requirements:

generator

should

be

fenced and protected by a roof structure ( i. e.,
not enclosed within a building) that matches the
architectural design of the building, and on- site
diesel fuel storage shall be provided.

CONSULTANT

shall

coordinate

and design the electrical system needed to

The second TM will be the pump station hydraulics
model. The CONSULTANT will review and update the

operate the pump stations, and the electrical

assumptions made in the development of the pump

building to house the pump station to the

stations hydraulic model. The hydraulic analysis will

electrical

equipment

to isolate

the equipment

from the pump station. The building shall be
designed according to the following minimum
requirements: CMU block building with a truss
roof structure

and tiled

roof; construction

of

analyze the pump stations identified in the model to
verify the need and optimize each pump station type
and size.

The CONSULTANT will prepare the Draft Design Criteria

the building should closely resemble a potential
residence; and all buildings, landscaping,
and site design should satisfy the Town of
Yucca Valley and DISTRICT' s architectural
development standards and building department

TM and Draft Hydraulic

review process.

presented in the PDR.

The CONSULTANT

understands

that the electrical

service for the pump station facilities will be
provided by Southern California Edison ( SCE).

to DISTRICT

project

Analysis

team

TM for distribution

members.

The TM will

be reviewed prior to submittal of the PDR. Review
comments will be addressed and incorporated
PDR. Written

in the

response to the review comments

will be

Work Products: Five ( 5) copies of Draft TMs with backup
information

presenting the Draft Design Criteria TM and

the Draft Hydraulics TM, Response to comments on the
Draft TMs.

A_q
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3. 2. 4 — Traffic Analysis and Traffic Control Plan

3. 4 — Cost Estimate. The DISTRICT is required to

Technical Memorandum. The CONSULTANT will

submit a preliminary construction cost estimate by

perform

the traffic

analysis

and

coordination

October 1, 2012, which will serve as the basis for the

to

sales tax and assessment. The CONSULTANT shall

determine appropriate traffic control measures during
construction.

The traffic control plans shall be conceptual

prepare a cost estimate in accordance with the American

or typical traffic control plans and/ or specifications to

Association of Cost Engineers ( AACE) standards,

convey allowable road closures, detours, work hours, and
other work restrictions anticipated to be required by local

the collection system known at the time. This cost

agencies

to the Contractor.

Class 5 ( CI 5) based on the design requirements for

estimate

shall be in addition

The construction
The CONSULTANT understands that the Contractor

construction,

will be responsible for providing and submitting
detailed traffic control plans prior to obtaining an
encroachment permit from the Town of Yucca Valley

right- of-way acquisition,

management,

management,
Product:

Five ( 5) copies

of Draft

Traffic

shall prepare an AACE Class 4

CI 4) cost estimate for inclusion in the PDR consisting
of design, right-of-way acquisition, construction

control plans for the project.
Work

construction

permits, and contingency.

The CONSULTANT

The CONSULTANT will not provide detailed traffic

to the PDR cost estimate.

cost estimate will consist of design,

Analysis

permits, and contingency

to correspond

with the 30 percent design level.

and Traffic Control Plan TM, Response to comments on
the Draft TM.

Work Product: CI 5 cost estimate prior to PDR, Cl 4 cost
estimate

3. 3 — Verification

3. 5 —

and On - Lot Treatment Plant Interfaces. The
located within the Phase

1

boundary area based on the existing topographic base
file as well as the preliminary sewer alignments and
septic system locations. The CONSULTANT

understands

that the vertical alignment of the sewer laterals will
depend on the lowest floor elevation

of each structure

served by these laterals. The CONSULTANT will utilize
the existing topographic data to determine the lowest
floor elevation for each structure. In doing so, the
CONSULTANT assumes that the lowest ground elevation
nearest the structure is the same as the lowest floor
elevation of the structure. The CONSULTANT assumes
that the design and installation of sewer lateral from the

property line to the building and sewage pumps required
for individual parcels is the responsibility of the individual
owners,

and,

therefore,

Preliminary Design Report. The

CONSULTANT shall prepare a PDR that will be a

CONSULTANT will verify the horizontal location of the
sewer line for each structure

parcel

in the PDR.

of Sewer Lateral Locations

are not a part of this scope

of Work. Furthermore, the CONSULTANT understands

compilation of the previously discussed and reviewed TM
and the following items:
Executive summary
Table

of contents

Description of the improvements

Site review inventory, existing utilities, topographic
features, and site photographs

Topographic mapping and surveying
On -lot septic tank locations as provided by
the DISTRICT

Potential sewer lateral locations and lots requiring
grinder

pump

stations

Geotechnical investigation report
Collection

system

hydraulic

analysis

and design criteria

Pump station hydraulic analysis and design criteria

that the DISTRICT will provide coordinates of all on -lot

Plan coordination for interfacing with on -lot

septic tank locations.

treatment

plants

Traffic analysis and recommendations

Work Product: Updated base map showing the proposed
sewer lateral locations.

3. 3. 1 —

schedule, phasing, contractor staging, and impacts to
public

Additional Verification of Work ( Optional).

The CONSULTANT expects that some parcels will

for construction

access

Odor control

Required

system

permit matrix for design and construction

require additional records research and field visit. For

Right- of-way, easement requirements, and

budgeting purposes, the CONSULTANT assumes 660

construction

parcels, approximately

10%

of phase

1 total

parcels,

within the project area will require field reviews for sewer
lateral

limits

Summary of utility installations and potential conflicts
and/

or

relocations

verification.
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Preliminary design plan and profile drawings at a 1
inch =

Department

Streambed

Alteration

of Fish

and

Game

Section

1602

Agreement

40 feet horizontal scale developed to 30 percent

Encroachment

level, consisting of completed base maps showing
existing underground

and overhead

utilities, right- of-

way limits, horizontal and vertical sewer alignment,
sewer stationing, and manhole ( 11 x 17 inches)
Outline

California

of specification

Construction

DISTRICT

will

sign all permit

applications

and

pay all application fees. The DISTRICT will provide a
typical permit matrix form to the CONSULTANT

sections

for

use in tracking the permit work for the PROJECT. The

packaging strategy identifying

number

CONSULTANT

and timing of bid packages
Cl 4 OPCC broken out by bid items and
construction

The

Permit Processing

will submit any appropriate

comments on

the matrix to the DISTRICT for review. The final matrix
will be presented in the PDR.

schedule

Work Product: Five ( 5) copies of Draft Permitting TM,

Meeting minutes and pertinent correspondence,

relating to coordination with DISTRICT divisions and

Response

to comments

on the Draft TM.

other agencies

List of existing maps, reports, and reviewed documents

Right -of -Way

Calculations, drawings, exhibits, and tables to support
analyses and recommendations

The CONSULTANT shall prepare a right- of-way plan and

The 30 percent drawing set will consist of up to 430

maps based on preliminary title reports provided by

sheets. The CONSULTANT will prepare a draft PDR

the DISTRICT. These reports will identify the existing

for distribution and review by DISTRICT project team

public rights-of-way on which the improvements will be
constructed, and identify thereon the limits of additional

members. The DISTRICT will review the PDR and provide
one

consolidated

set of comments

to the CONSULTANT.

public right- of-way and construction

easements

that will

Comments will be addressed and incorporated into the

be required for the improvements.

Final

will provide formal legal descriptions of properties

PDR. Written

be provided

response

in spreadsheet

The CONSULTANT

to the review

comments

will

format with the Final PDR.

understands

that the environmental

The CONSULTANT

necessary for the DISTRICT to acquire temporarily
or permanently.

The CONSULTANT

will also provide

analysis and mitigation program will be completed by the

technical information and exhibits to assist the DISTRICT

DISTRICT' s consultant and will not be part of this Scope

with negotiations. The DISTRICT will handle appraisals,

of Work.

negotiations,

Work Product: Five ( 5) copies of Draft PDR, five ( 5)

property
copies

of Final

PDR,

Written

response

acquisition,

escrow

coordination,

title

clearance, and will pay all fees associated with all
acquisitions.

to comments.

sem'

Task

4

3

Permitting

The CONSULTANT

shall

research

the permits

applicable

6. 1 —

Geotechnical Investigations

Background Data Beview and Field

to the PROJECT and prepare technical data and draft

Exploration Planning. The CONSULTANT will review

applications, which may be necessary to obtain regulatory

readily available geotechnical

permits from federal, state, and local agencies. The

existing studies covering the project site. In marking the

CONSULTANT identified the following required permits:

locations of proposed field explorations, a reasonable

Jurisdictional

Delineation

and

US Army Corps of Engineers
Nationwide

Section 404

Permit

maps and

attempt will be made during the marking of the field
exploration locations to avoid utility line conflicts. The
level of effort does not include time for the repair and/

Regional Water Quality Control Board Section

or replacement of utility lines that may be accidentally
broken and/ or damaged by the CONSULTANT' s drilling

401 Water Quality Certification

activities

Waste

A -g

Report

and geologic

and Report of

that are not the result of our negligence.

Discharge
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6. 2 — Field Exploration. The CONSULTANT proposes
to explore the subsurface conditions by drilling up to
80 borings along the proposed sewer alignment to
depths ranging from 15 to 30 feet below the existing
grades using truck -mounted, hollow -stem -auger
drilling equipment. Deeper borings may be needed at
pump station locations and waterway crossings. An
estimated total length of drilling is 1, 600 linear feet. The
CONSULTANT

anticipates that the proposed number

of borings, in conjunction with data collected during
previous investigations,

subsurface

will be sufficient to characterize

conditions along the project alignment

in

order to develop the geotechnical recommendations
pertaining to the design and construction of the
PROJECT. All borings will be advanced to the planned
depths or to practical refusal, whichever occurs first. The

6. 4 —

Collection

I APPENDIX

System

Geotechnical Engineering Analysis

and Report Preparation. The results of the field
exploration, laboratory tests, and engineering analysis
will be summarized
the supervision

in a written

of a Registered

report prepared
Geotechnical

Preliminary results and recommendations

under

Engineer.

will be provided

verbally to the DISTRICT and the design team as they
become available, if needed. The CONSULTANT anticipates

that the report will consist of the following items:
Vicinity map and site plan showing the approximate
field exploration

locations

Logs of boring
Results of laboratory tests
Discussion of general site conditions

typical sampling interval will be at least every five feet to

Discussion of general subsurface conditions as

full depths explored.

encountered in our field exploration
Discussion

Permission to access the site for field work will be

provided by the DISTRICT. The CONSULTANT assumes
that the fieldwork can be performed during daylight
hours and the site is accessible to truck -mounted drilling
equipment. The fee estimate does not include any
services in connection with the discovery of potential
contamination during drilling and sampling operations.

of geologic and seismic hazards

Foundation design including allowable soil bearing
pressures, embedment depths, and resistance to
lateral loads
Estimated

total and differential

foundation

settlements

Slab -on -grade floor design and construction
Recommendations

for site preparation,

earthwork,

In the event that such material is suspected, the

temporary slope inclinations, fill placement, and

CONSULTANT will notify the DISTRICT immediately for
direction before proceeding on any out -of -scope services.

compaction specifications

6. 3 —

Laboratory Testing. Laboratory tests will be

performed

on selected

samples

and engineering characteristics

to evaluate

the

physical

of the subsurface soils.

The laboratory tests to be performed for the PROJECT
may include the following:
In-situ moisture and dry density tests
Maximum density -optimum moisture content
Grain -size distribution ( sieve, wash, and hydrometer)

Recommendations for temporary shoring
Recommendations for utility trench backfill
and compaction, including the suitability of
on- site materials for re -use, and general
construction considerations

Recommendations for pipe subgrade and bedding,
including the modulus of soil reaction ( E')
Recommendations

for resistance

to thrust loads for

force mains
Recommendations
sections

for asphaltic concrete pavement

based on provided

traffic indices

for soil classification

Atterberg limits tests for soil classification
Sand

Preliminary evaluation of the corrosion potential of the
on- site

soils

equivalent

Expansion

potential

Work

Consolidation tests to evaluate the soil compressibility
Direct Shear tests to evaluate the soil strength

Corrosivity tests to preliminarily evaluate the

Report,

Product:

Four ( 4) copies

Response

to comments

of Draft
on the

Geotechnical
Draft

Report,

Four

4) copies of Draft Geotechnical Report recommendation

during final design, Four ( 4) copies of Final Conformance
TM of Construction drawings to Geotechnical Report

corrosion potential

R -value testing for asphaltic concrete
pavement

recommendation during Final design.

section( s)

The selected type and frequency of laboratory
testing will depend on the nature and condition of
the soils encountered, and will be determined by the
CONSULTANT' s geotechnical engineer.

Hi - Desert

Water
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A
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Collection

System

A

Design Services

within the construction

Subsurface Utility

limits. If any of the proposed

pothole locations are located outside of public right- of-

Investigations

way, the CONSULTANT assumes the DISTRICT will assist
in providing right of entry to perform this work. The

potholing subcontractor will collect pothole data based
Based on information provided by the DISTRICT on
the utility location information, The CONSULTANT will
utilize the Utility CAD base file to determine potential
significant impacts to the existing underground

utility

on the DISTRICT approved pothole location exhibit. All

pothole information will be placed on the utility base

map for future use and reference. Depending on the final
DISTRICT Staff approved number of potholes, potholing

facility based on the proposed sanitary sewer alignment

will be billed per each basis. The level of effort of this

and anticipated depths.

task is based on 250 potholes. The CONSULTANT will

7. 1 —

of Yucca Valley, as well as providing traffic control for

be responsible for obtaining permits through the Town

Utility Coordination and Verification. As

part of the DISTRICT' s preliminary design efforts to

the exploration operations and will repair the pothole

date, the CONSULTANT' s team participated

with a high performance asphalt cold repair mix and

in compiling

topography and existing utility information for the entire
project area onto a utility base map. Following the

coordinate with Dig Alert prior to excavation operations.
The potholing operations will utilize either a hydro or air

development of the preliminary sewer alignment, the

assisted vacuum excavation method.

CONSULTANT will overlay the existing utility file with
the alignment to determine all utility crossings. In those
areas where both underground utility facilities and the

Work Product: Map showing existing utilities, Potholing
locations and results, Utility submittal matrix.

proposed

sewer lines are located,

the CONSULTANT

will send out to each underground utility company

preliminary design sheets showing the proposed sewer
and existing utility for verification of their facility.
Additionally,

Roadway Rehabilitation
IC911) Analysis

with this submittal to the utility company( s),

the CONSULTANT

will request information

for proposed

The CONSULTANT shall perform the roadway

underground improvements planned by the utility owners

rehabilitation analysis necessary for the PROJECT. The

in the project

construction,

area.

If provided,

the CONSULTANT

insert the proposed underground
base file. Dates of contacts,

will

utility into the utility

mailings,

and document

receipts will be logged into the matrix.

as well as the construction

operations,

has the potential to significantly damage the existing
roadway network within the Town of Yucca Valley.
The results of this analysis

will form the baseline

for

pavement condition at the time of bid and represent the
Utilities to be coordinated with will consist of: Town of

condition

Yucca Valley and the County of San Bernardino Flood

be assessed.

from which

Contractor

pavement

damage

will

Control for local and regional stormwater facilities; the
DISTRICT for water; Southern

California

Edison for

electrical; the Gas Company for natural gas; Verizon
Communications
cable

for telephone; and Time Warner for

8. 1 —

Pavement Condition Analysis Technical

Memorandum. Following a review of the Town of
Yucca Valley' s Pavement Management System Data,

TV.

the CONSULTANT will provide a review of the streets

This Scope of Work excludes utility relocation design.
Utility companies will perform design work in preparing
final utility relocation plans. No design fees have been

that are anticipated to be impacted by the construction

allowed

will consist of a review of the existing condition of all

for the preparation

of final signed

plans,

of the Phase 1 wastewater collection system. The

CONSULTANT will provide a Roadway Assessment that

specifications, and cost estimates for any interim or

streets that are within the Phase 1 portion of the project

permanent

area and recommendations

utility

relocation.

for construction

procedures,

road restrictions, recommended truck routes, and repair

7. 2 —

Utility Potholing Exhibit and Field Data

Collection. The CONSULTANT will prepare an exhibit
showing the proposed location for all utilities to be
potholed,

if any, on the utility sheets and submit the

sheets to the DISTRICT for verification
The exhibit

will show the recommended

and approval.
number

and

locations for potholing to sufficiently identify the size,
depth, and number of known underground utilities

A- 8

methods and details. The assessment will also contain

pictures of the roadway condition, surface type, and
structural section as provided through the Geotechnical
Investigation. The assessment will be summarized into
a TM that will be submitted to the DISTRICT as well as

Town of Yucca Valley staff for review, comment, and
approval. The TM will present a summary of findings
and a recommended

approach to bid and construction,

Hi -Desert Water District I July 2012

SCOPE

M

Wastewater

related to pavement protection and repair. This task will
also

consist

of the coordination

effort

with

the Town

staff on a review of their pavement management system
as well

as other concerns

on the PROJECT.

shall develop a 60 percent design for the PROJECT.

in accordance

with the project

standards. Drawings will consist of the pipe plan

Rehabilitation Analysis TM, Response to comments on
the Draft TM.

drawings

with associated

The CONSULTANT

profile drawings

and details.

shall prepare and submit 60 percent

design drawings.
Aftl

1W

Final Design and Cost Estimate

Work Product: Five ( 5) half-size sets of drawings. One ( 1)

electronic copy in Adobe PDF format.

The CONSULTANT

shall perform and provide all final

Specifications.

The CONSULTANT

design services necessary which may consist of furnishing

specifications

plans and specifications to the DISTRICT for review,

on existing standard specifications

will prepare project

for the 60 percent design submittal

based

formatted to the

approval, and printing. This task will consist of the 60

project standards and the general planned approach for

percent design submittal, the 90 percent design submittal,

constructing

and the 100 percent design submittal. The final design

contractual

task assumes a eight- month activity duration.

Instruction to Bidders, Bid Form, and General Conditions

A proposed drawing list is provided as an attachment

will be provided by the DISTRICT and reviewed and
completed by the CONSULTANT for insertion in the

indicating which drawings are anticipated

Bid

to be

the PROJECT. The " front- end" legal and
sections

which

consist

of Invitation

to Bid,

Package.

submitted as part of the final design submittal package.

The CONSULTANT anticipates up to 559 drawing

Work Product: Five ( 5) bound sets of Specifications

sheets will be generated

one ( 1) Adobe PDF copy.

submittal

as part of the final design

and

package.

Quantities and Opinion of Probable Construction Cost.

11

9. 1 —

Design of Phase 1 —

The CONSULTANT
for Phase

1 mainline

Trunk Sewer Line

has completed a 90 percent design
trunk sewer in October

2002. The

CONSULTANT will update this design based on the result

The CONSULTANT shall prepare quantity takeoffs of
materials

and

produce

a Class

3 OPCC.

Work Product: 60 percent Design takeoff quantities for
major

work

activities,

Class

3 OPCC.

of Subtask 3. 2. 1 and will carry the design to final design
and produce construction

documents. The CONSULTANT

will meet with DISTRICT to discuss review comments on
the 100 percent design. The CONSULTANT shall address

Engineering Calculations. The CONSULTANT shall
perform engineering calculations in accordance with

established design criteria in support of developing the

and incorporate applicable comments and provide

60 percent design drawings. All calculations, reports,

written responses to comments in a matrix format.

and other information

shall be checked

and reviewed

prior to submittal in accordance with the approved QA/
Work Product: Five ( 5) sets of Construction Documents.

9. 2 — Traffic Control Plan for Caltrans Permit.

QC plan. Calculations

shall be consolidated

into a formal

calculation report for submission to the DISTRICT as part
of the 60 percent design submittal.

The CONSULTANT understands that the Contractor will

be responsible for providing and submitting detailed

Work Product: Two ( 2) three- ring binder hard copies of

traffic control plans prior to obtaining an encroachment

calculation

permit from the Town of Yucca. The CONSULTANT

Adobe

will

report and one ( 1) electronic copy in

PDF format.

not provide detailed traffic control plans for the project.

However, the CONSULTANT may be required to prepare
full traffic

plans as part of the permit application

for the

Caltrans permit application. This level of effort is based

on preparing up to 10 drawings of traffic control plans

Work

Product:

Internal QA/ QC Review. In accordance with the QA/

QC plan, the CONSULTANT will provide any updates to
the overall plan and perform a QA/ QC review of the 60

percent design submittal. Comments will be documented

and addressed by the CONSULTANT.

for this permit.
One (

1)

set of Traffic

included in permit application.

Hi -Desert Water District

I July 2012

Control

Plans

to be

A

Design Services

Drawing Preparation. The CONSULTANT shall prepare

Work Product: Five ( 5) copies of Draft Roadway

O

I APPENDIX

System

9. 3 — 60 Percent Final Design. The CONSULTANT

design drawings

F__
I

OF WORK

Collection

Work Product: Written comments from reviewers,
Document responses to comments in tabular format.
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SCOPE OF WORK

I APPENDIX

A

A

Wastewater Collection Systen Design Services

Engineering Calculations. The CONSULTANT shall
perform engineering calculations in accordance with
established design criteria in support of developing the

Workshop Review with DISTRICT Staff. Following a
two- week

review

documents,

of the 60 percent

the CONSULTANT

construction

shall

DISTRICT to review comments

meet

with

the

90 percent design drawings. All calculations, reports,

and conduct a detailed

and other information shall be checked and reviewed

plans -in -hand" on- site review. Meeting minutes will

prior to submittal in accordance with the approved QA/

summarize any design considerations or plan revisions

QC plan. Calculations shall be consolidated into a formal
Work Product: Written comments from reviewers in
action
tabular

item

format,

document

responses

calculation report for submission to the DISTRICT as part

to comments

in

of the 90 percent design submittal.

format.

Work Product: Two ( 2) three- ring binder hard copies of
9. 4 — 90 Percent Final Design. Based on comments

calculation report and one ( 1) electronic copy in

from the 60 percent final design submittal workshop,

Adobe PDF format.

information

from

the

DISTRICT

and

additional

engineering analyses, CONSULTANT shall prepare 90
percent design plan drawings, profile drawings, details,

and specifications. The key purpose of the 90 percent
submittal is to provide detailed design drawings, and
specifications

for all PROJECT

elements,

from the CONSULTANT' s perspective,

which

QC plan, the CONSULTANT

will provide any updates to

the overall plan and perform a QA/ QC review of the 90
percent design submittal. Comments will be documented

and addressed by the CONSULTANT.

shows

that design

Work Product: Written comments from reviewers;

is complete. The following summarizes the 90 percent
design

Internal QA/ QC Review. In accordance with the QA/

Document responses to comments

in tabular format.

efforts.

Review with DISTRICT Staff. Following a two- week

Drawing Preparation. The CONSULTANT shall prepare
design

drawings

in accordance

with

the

PROJECT

meet with DISTRICT to discuss review comments. The

standards. The CONSULTANT shall prepare and submit
90 percent design drawings.
Work Product: Five ( 5) half-size sets of drawings, and

one ( 1) electronic copy in Adobe PDF format.
Specifications.

The CONSULTANT

will

review period by DISTRICT staff, The CONSULTANT will
CONSULTANT

shall

comments

provide

address

and

written

incorporate

responses

applicable

to all comments

in a matrix format.
Work

Product:

tabular

prepare

and

Document

responses

to comments

in

format.

specifications for the 90 percent design submittal based

9. 5 — 100 Percent Design Submittal. The

on existing standard specifications formatted to the
project standards

and the general

planned approach

for

CONSULTANT shall develop 100 percent complete
design documents that incorporate applicable 90 percent

constructing the PROJECT.

review comments.

Work

Product:

Five ( 5)

bound

sets of specifications.

Drawing Preparation. The CONSULTANT shall prepare
Quantities and Construction Cost. The CONSULTANT

design drawings in accordance with the PROJECT

shall update the 60 percent quantity takeoffs of

standards.

materials

100

and

construction

produce

an updated

cost Class 2 OPCC

estimate

of probable

The CONSULTANT

percent

design

shall

prepare

and submit

drawings.

and an updated

Work Product:

construction schedule.

Five ( 5) half- size sets of drawings,

and

one ( 1) electronic copy in Adobe PDF format.
Work

Product:

for major

90 percent

work

Construction

activities,

schedule.

Design
Class

takeoff

2 OPCC,

quantities
Specifications.

The

CONSULTANT

will

prepare

100

percent specifications incorporating reviewers' comments
from the 90 percent submittal.
Work Product: Five ( 5) bound sets of specifications.

A- 10
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System

Design

Quantities and OPCC. The CONSULTANT shall update

The CONSULTANT

the 90 percent quantity takeoffs of materials and

specifications,

produce an updated Class 2 OPCC and an updated

dated by a professional engineer( s) licensed in California

construction

shall ensure that all drawings,

and reports shall be sealed, signed, and

schedule.

Work Product: Five ( 5) sets of construction documents.
Work Product: 100 percent Design takeoff quantities
for major work activities, Construction
Construction

Engineering

Engineering Services During

Calculations.

those calculations

Product:

The CONSULTANT

that result from changes

result of the 90 percent

Work

cost,

schedule.

review.

Revised

Advertisement For Construction

shall submit

made as a

The CONSULTANT shall perform the following tasks to
provide

bid phase support to the DISTRICT.

bid phase services

C7'

Internal

C

plan, the CONSULTANT
overall

QA/ QC Review.

In accordance

with the QA/ QC

will provide any updates to the

plan and perform

The scope of

this task assumes a two- month duration to complete

calculations.

a QA/ QC review

of the

100

for one bid package.

the

The consultant

expects four sewer bid packages and one pump station
bid package

will be prepared

for this project.

Each of the

four packages will be approximately 20 miles of pipelines.

percent design submittal. Comments will be documented

C

10. 1 —

and addressed by the CONSULTANT.

Pre - Bid Conference. The CONSULTANT

shall attend and provide technical support at one pre- bid
Work Product: Written comments from reviewers,
C

conference

to be held at the DISTRICT

offices.

Document responses to comments in tabular format.
Work Product: Response to technical issues.
Review with DISTRICT Staff. The CONSULTANT

shall

provide the DISTRICT, for review and comment,

the

100 percent Final Design Submittal.

The DISTRICT will

review the 100 percent Final Design Submittal with this
review focused

on verification

from the 90 percent
CONSULTANT

review

that comments

made

have been addressed.

shall respond to each comment

from the DISTRICT. The response

The

received

shall set forth the

Clarifications. The CONSULTANT shall

10. 2 —

interpret and provide written

responses

to requests

from the DISTRICT for technical clarifications on

construction contract documents during the bid period.
The CONSULTANT will assist the DISTRICT in responding
to issues up to 20 issues. This proposal assumes that
the resolution

of each issue will require two hours of

CONSULTANT' S actions regarding the comments as

engineer time to resolve. The DISTRICT will respond to

they might necessitate

bidder' s questions

a revision to the 100 percent

submittal. Any new comments that necessitate
in supplemental

10. 3 — Addenda Preparation. The CONSULTANT

Work Product: Document responses to comments in

shall prepare

addenda

to the construction

documents

as

requested by the DISTRICT. The DISTRICT shall sign and
issue addenda to the plan holders. Approximately three

tabular format.

9. 6 — Final Design Submittal. The CONSULTANT
all final review comments

and incorporate

applicable

comments

in a matrix format

bid schedule,

The CONSULTANT

addenda

are anticipated.

Work Product: Addenda to construction

documents.

pursuant to the

DISTRICT' s 100 percent review into the final plans,
specifications,

Work Product: Response to requests of clarifications.

services A- 1. All responses

shall be in writing.

shall address

addenda.

a

change may be treated as supplemental services as
described

with written

and cost estimates.

shall furnish to the DISTRICT

electronic copies of all PROJECT drawings in . dwg
format and provide one set of final, sealed, full- size

original mylar drawings ( signed by the appropriate public
agencies and utility companies), contract documents, and

10. 4 —

Bid Opening Conference. The

CONSULTANT shall attend one bid opening meeting
and provide a bid tabulation
The CONSULTANT
written

recommendations

construction

of all accepted

shall evaluate

bids.

bids and provide

on rejection

or award

of the

contractor.

Work Product: Bid tabulation,

Letter of recommendation.

specifications, all in a form approved by the DISTRICT
and suitable for reproduction.
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10. 5 — Conformed Set of Contract Documents
The

CONSULTANT

shall

prepare

drawings and specifications

a conformed

set of

drawings necessary to assure the Contractor is providing
materials that conform to the Contract Documents

provide reproducible copies to the DISTRICT. The
set is prepared

for the convenience

users and is not to be interpreted

and understands the design intent, including technical

of the

as the contract

submittals, re -submittals, and samples provided by

set

the Contractor during construction. Submittals will be

of documents.
Work Product:

Updated

set of construction

Submittal Review ( Shop Drawings and

Substitutions. The CONSULTANT shall review shop

incorporating all addenda

and changes addressed during the bidding phase and
conformed

3—

documents.

marked ( all copies), tracked in a submittal log, and
promptly returned to the DISTRICT' s Construction
Manager.

This task

assumes

that each

shop drawing/ submittal will require four hours of
engineer time and there are no more than 25 shop

Engineering Services During

drawings/ submittals.

Construction ( Optional)
The CONSULTANT

The CONSULTANT

understands

that the PROJECT

shall

present

written

recommendations with respect to items submitted by the

will be divided

into several separate

CONSULTANT

assumes four sewer bid packages and one

bid packages.

The

DISTRICT for evaluation
the construction

under a " substitution clause" of

contract, evaluate the items and revise

pump station package will be prepared for this PROJECT.
Each bid package is assumed to be approximately

the plans and specifications

20 miles of pipelines.

and that the resolution of each " substitution clause" item
will require eight hours of engineer time and eight hours

This task will be negotiated

once the design packages are defined.

However, the

CONSULTANT shall perform the following subtasks.

assumes a maximum

accordingly. This proposal

of five " substitution

clause"

items,

of designer time to resolve.

The scope of this task assumes a 12 -month construction
schedule

to complete

the construction

phase services

for

one bid package. The scope below does not include a
pump

Work Product: Response to shop drawing submittals,
recommendation on substitution clauses.

station.

11. 4 — Clarifications. The CONSULTANT shall
provide written responses to requests from the DISTRICT

Pre -construction Meeting. The
CONSULTANT

shall attend

at one pre -construction
DISTRICT

and

provide

conference

technical

support

to be held at the

offices. The CONSULTANT

shall have in

for technical clarifications and information during
construction

of the PROJECT

error or omission

attendance two staff at the meeting.

CONSULTANT
Work Product: Meeting minutes.

when

and needs for technical information

such

clarifications

are not the result of

on the part of the CONSULTANT.

The

will assist the DISTRICT in responding to

construction issues during the course of construction up
to 200 issues. This proposal assumes that the resolution

11. 2 — Construction Progress Meetings. The

of each issue will require

CONSULTANT

four hours of designer time to resolve.

shall attend bi- weekly construction

four hours of engineer

time and

progress meetings during the proposed 12 -month
duration of construction. This subtask assumes a
maximum

of 24 construction

progress

meetings

Work Product:

Response

to requests

of clarifications.

with

three hours for each meeting. The CONSULTANT

1 1 . 5 — Change Order Support. The CONSULTANT

shall provide

shall prepare drawings, details, specifications,

answers

to technical

questions

from the

and cost

DISTRICT' s staff.

estimates as required to support a maximum of

Work Product: Documentation of issues and action items.

hours of engineer time and eight hours of designer time

10 construction

change

orders,

which

will

require

eight

per change order.

Work

A- 12

Product:

Response

to change

order

requests.
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F)
11. 6— Site Visits. The CONSULTANT shall perform

F

site visits to observe the progress and general quality of
the work. Site visits will be in addition to but typically
in conjunction with Construction Progress Meetings.

Approximately six requests for site visits are anticipated.
The CONSULTANT

F;

brief written

summaries

of observations to the Construction Manager. This
subtask

F'

shall provide

shall not be construed

to include

the services

of a Resident Project Engineer or construction
inspection services.

l

F
F'
C

Work Product: Summary of observations.
11. 7 — Final Inspection. The CONSULTANT shall
participate in conducting a final inspection with the
DISTRICT inspector to determine any construction
deficiencies.
DISTRICT

C',,

The CONSULTANT

will recommend

whether issuance of certificate

to the

of substantial

completion is appropriate at the time.
Work Product: Letter of recommendation on issuance of
certificate

11. 8 —

of substantial

completion.

Project CloseOUt. Following completion of

PROJECT construction

and within 60 days of receipt

of hard copy as -built markups from the contractor,
the CONSULTANT

shall furnish to the DISTRICT, full-

size mylar drawings and a CD with all drawing files
in AutoCAD . dwg format incorporating all addenda,
substitutions,

change orders, field changes,

and all

deviations from the original contract documents

identified during construction and as requested by
the DISTRICT. These documents

shall constitute

the

Record" contract documents. Each drawing sheet shall
be dated and stamped

to indicate " Record

Drawings."

The marked -up drawings, PROJECT files, and documents
shall be returned to the DISTRICT along with one set of
mylar reproducible

drawings.

The record drawings

are

prepared based on the marked up drawings provided to
the CONSULTANT by the DISTRICT. This level of effort
assumes a total of 140 drawing with two hour designer
time per drawing.
Work Product: Record Drawings in full size mylar

drawings, Electronic . dwg, and Adobe PDF drawings on
a CD.
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F
AJIT BHAMRAH,

PE

F
Principal - In - Charge

C
C

Company:

Mr. Bhamrah is an MWH vice president with 32 years

MWH

of engineering

C,
F

experience

in wastewater

treatment

Key Highlights:
Managed

design and construction, sewer master planning, and

and

the

District' s Sewer

Wastewater

Facilities

Education:

other

MBA, General

managed complex wastewater programs for large

Management,

University of

sanitation districts overseeing large multi -disciplinary
teams providing a variety of wastewater services. His

Notre Dame

wastewater experience includes collection system and

32 years of engineering

wastewater plant designs, master plans, facilities plans,

experience

infiltration/

treatment and knowledgeable

MS, Environmental

wastewater

related

inflow

studies,

projects.

sewer

Mr. Bhamrah

system

has

evaluation

Master Plan, subsequently
managing the design of the
trunk

sewer

system

and the

influent pump station
in wastewater

Engineering,
University of

surveys, pump stations, sewer pipeline designs and

District' s facilities and staff

Notre Dame

rehabilitation

Fully available to respond to

plans, and large sewer tunnel design

of

including micro tunneling. Mr. Bhamrah served as the

District' s requests and commits

BTech ( Honors),

principal- in-charge/ district engineer for Hi -Desert Water

to providing a responsive,

Civil Engineering,

District' s Sewer and Wastewater

familiar, and highly experienced

Indian

Institute

Facilities

Master

Plan

team to serve

the

District

Licenses/

and Design. Most recently, he served as the principal -inthrough
project completion
charge for a preliminary design report for the Elsinore
Valley Municipal Water District ( EVMWD). As Principal in -Charge, Mr. Bhamrah will be responsible for providing all required resources to the Project

Registrations:

Manager and managing the performance

of Technology
Kharagpur)

of our contract.

Professional
Engineer — CA

Availability:
50%

RELEVANT

PROJECT

EXPERIENCE:

Project Manager, Sewer and Wastewater

is designed for Biological Nutrient Removal

Facilities Master Plan and Design, Hi -Desert

BNR) to allow EVMWD the flexibility of
diverting reclaimed water to Lake Elsinore as
makeup water lost by evaporation. The process

Water District, Yucca Valley, CA
Mr. Bhamrah

managed

District' s Sewer

and

the Hi -Desert

Wastewater

Water

Facilities

train includes headworks with grit removal

Master Plan. The City of Yucca Valley presently

and bar screens, phased oxidation ditches,

is unsewered and development

secondary clarifiers, monomedia filters and UV
disinfection. Solids dewatering is accomplished
utilizing belt filter presses. Mr. Bhamrah
continued his involvement during construction.

in the area

requires building a backbone of sewer trunks
pump stations, a water reclamation facility to
re -use wastewater for irrigation purposes, as

well as groundwater recharge. Following up
on the master

plan,

Mr. Bhamrah

was involved

Principal - in - Charge, Regional Facilities Train A

in the design of the trunk sewer system and

Rehabilitation,

the influent pump station for the wastewater

Mr. Bhamrah oversaw the predesign, design,

EVMWD, Lake Elsinore, CA

treatment facilities.

and construction

management for the

rehabilitation of the older portion of EVMWD' s
Project Director, Wastewater Treatment, EVMWD,

8- mgd Regional Water Reclamation Facility, as

Lake

well as improvements to the plant as a whole to

Elsinore,

CA

Mr. Bhamrah directed and oversaw the

improve reliability and reduce operational

EVMWD' s Regional Water Reclamation Facility
expansion from 4 mgd to 8 mgd. The facility

In all, the project included 35 project elements,

Hi -Desert Water Dtswct I July 2012

costs.

each with unique but interrelated sequencing,
testing, and training requirements.
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Urban

Water

Management

Plan and

Water Resources Master Plan, EVMWD, Lake Elsinore, CA
Mr. Bhamrah

manages

and oversees

Management

Plan

Water

and

the Urban

Resources

Water

Master

Plan

for the EVMWD required by state law every five years.
The plans present projected

water demands

and supplies

for the next 25 years along with evaluations of water
conservation, water recycling and supply reliability. Mr.

Bhamrah holds the overall responsibility of assigning
resources and ensuring that the project is meeting
EVMWD' s expectations.

Project Manager, North East Interceptor Sewer, City of Los

Angeles, Bureau of Engineering ( LABOE), Los Angeles, CA
Mr. Bhamrah was part of a multi -disciplinary team that
was involved in designing the North East Interceptor
Sewer for the LABOE. The project consisted of six miles
of 96 -inch - diameter

sewer

tunnel

through

difficult

soil

conditions and challenging alignment issues. The sewer
replaced

the 70 -year- old

North

Outfall

Sewer

that was

under capacity and in need of structural rehabilitation.
Project Manager, Sewer Master Plan Update, Phase I,

Long Beach Water Department ( LBWD), Long Beach, CA
Mr. Bhamrah
Update,

Phase

managed
I.

the LBWD' s Sewer

The original

master

Master

Plan

plan was prepared

in 1993 and this project updated four tributary areas on
a priority basis out of a total of 14. These four tributary
areas are located in the Belmont Shores/ Belmont Heights
area, both upscale communities near the waterfront.

The purpose of the master plan update was to identify
hydraulic and structural deficiencies and refine the
findings of the earlier sewer master plan.
Project Manager, Sewer Master Plan Update

Phase 2, LBWD, Long Beach, CA
Mr. Bhamrah

continued

to manage

the

next

phase

of master planning for the next two tributary areas
that exhibited

surcharges

in system,

as well as access

problems to manholes for which pipe relocation was
recommended.

The master

plan

was

completed

and five years later, MWH was commissioned

in 2003,

to update

the Sewer Master Plan. A risk assessment process is being
used to prioritize

B- 2
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Senior Reviewer

Company:

Mr. Hyland is a licensed civil engineer with 40 years

MWH

of professional experience. He is a member of several

Education:

Environmental

Key Highlights:
40 years of experience on

Federation.

Engineering,

Engineering panels for projects throughout the US. Mr.

University

Hyland

of California

MWH and has been heavily involved in the technical

Berkeley)

review

has served

of process

in three chief engineer

alternatives,

Engineering, Iowa
State University

Registrations:

positions

an

for

unsewered

a population

community

with

of 19, 000

Extensive experience providing

selection,

technical advice and QA for

water, and

similar design projects

the basis for the Design Framework utilized for all design
region of MWH. He has a detailed

knowledge

of the design process and

a thorough understanding of quality management issues. As a member of the Technical Advisory
Committee, Mr. Hyland will provide advice and consultation as technical issues arise during design,
as well as participate

Professional

complete wastewater system for

wastewater projects. He was instrumental in developing
projects in the Americas

Licenses/

in QA of the design

within

his respective

expertise

and discipline.

CA, AK,

NV, OR

C

equipment

projects

Managed the design of a

He has served on numerous Value

and control strategies for water resources,

BS, Civil

wastewater

Engineers and the Water Environment

MS, Civil

Engineer —

I APPENDIX B
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STEVE HYLAND, PE

professional bodies including the American Academy of

C-

Collection

RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE:

Availability:

Project Manager, Wastewater

30%

Osos Wastewater Project, Los Osos Community

System

Design/ Los

buried or enclosed

levels. All treatment

processes

were designed

in structures

as

with extensive

Services District, Los Osos, CA

architectural treatment, landscaping, site

Mr. Hyland managed the design of a complete

amenities,

wastewater system for this unsewered

Site amenities included bike paths, off -leash dog
park, play field, tot lot, community gardens,

community with an ultimate population of
19, 000. The project consisted of a collection

and

noise

public

mitigation,

and

odor

control.

restroom.

system, advanced treatment facility, and
Chief Engineer, Greater Houston Sanitary Sewer

effluent disposal system. The wastewater
collection

system

included

195, 000

linear

feet

of gravity sewer mains ranging in size from 8- to

Overflow Wastewater Program/ Greater Houston

Public Utility Wastewater Program, City of

18 -inch diameter, manholes, laterals, and seven

Houston,

submersible

Mr. Hyland served as chief engineer for Greater

pump

stations

with

associated

TX

28, 000 linear feet of force mains and six

Houston Wastewater Program. This program

standby power facilities. The advanced tertiary
treatment facility included screening, grit

consisted

of the construction

wastewater

collection

system

of $ 1. 1B

in

and treatment

removal, extended aeration with denitrification,

plant improvements over a five-year period

submerged

to eliminate overflows during rainfall events.

membranes (

MBR),

UV disinfection,

sludge thickening, and odor control biofilters.

Improvements included sewer rehabilitation,

The effluent disposal system included treated

relief sewers,

effluent pumps, 63, 000 linear feet of disposal

lift stations, wet weather storage facilities,

mains, 209, 000 linear feet of subsurface

and treatment

perforated piping, 50 shallow vertical disposal

was responsible for administering value
engineering studies for more than 25 program
projects and developing master specifications,
standard details, design guidelines, and quality

wells, and four harvest wells with 14, 000 linear
feet of harvest mains to manage groundwater
levels. Subsurface
for effluent

percolation

disposal

fields were used

and irrigation

sites for Title

22 recycled water irrigation and harvest wells

management

lift station
plant

modifications,

upgrades.

new

Mr. Hyland

procedures for more than 35

design consultants.

and harvest mains to manage groundwater

HI- Deserl Water District
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Value Engineering Team Member, Lower Northwest
Interceptor ( LNWI) Program, Sacramento Regional County

Technical Director, Tri -City Wastewater Treatment Plant
Expansion, Clackamas County, OR

Sanitation District, Sacramento, CA

Mr. Hyland completed

MWH is the program manager for the Lower Northwest

the

Interceptor Program, a 19 -mile long, 6- to 10 -foot
diameter sewer line for the Sacramento Regional County
Sanitation District. The designer' s preliminary cost

to increase the overall plant capacity from 8. 7 mgd
to 13 mgd average day flow with a peak hour flow of

estimate

treatment train that operated

was $ 335M,

construction
proposals

contingency.

were developed

for implementation.
cost

which

These

included

a 15 percent

A total of 12 value engineering
in detail,
three

with three accepted

items

totaled $

22M

in

design

69 mgd.

The

plant

expansion

treatment

plant

consisted

expansion

of a new

MBR

in parallel with existing

extended aeration basins and secondary clarifiers. The
new MBR train included new fine screening equipment,
modifications of existing aeration basins with anoxic cells
and aeration

savings.

his role as technical director for

of this wastewater

blowers, new submerged

membrane

basins,

new UV disinfection facilities, and reclaimed water

Project Manager, Combined Sewer System Sump 2
Improvements Project, City of Sacramento, Sacramento, CA
Mr. Hyland managed the design and construction

of

this project for the City' s combined sewer system. The
project consisted of a new 210- mgd pump station to

pumps.

The expansion

also included

a new anaerobic

digester, energy recovery, a centrifuge dewatering
building, and associated odor control facilities.
Technical Director, Central Weber Wastewater Treatment

serve dry and wet weather flows, modifications to the
existing 530- mgd wet weather pump station, new bar

Plant Expansion, Central Weber Sewer Improvement

screen facilities for the combined flow of 740 mgd, and

Mr. Hyland served as technical director for the design of

an 8, 000 -kW standby power facility. The project included
microtunneling of two parallel 66 -inch diameter pipelines

this expansion to increase plant capacity from 30 mgd to
56 mgd average day flow. The plant expansion consisted

within

of a new activated sludge treatment train that operates

a confined

contractors

site

and

and electrical

prequalification

of general

District,

Ogden,

UT

in parallel with existing trickling filter facilities. The

subcontractors.

new activated sludge treatment train includes primary
Project Engineer, Wastewater

Pumping Stations,

Multiple Clients, CA

clarifiers, aeration basins with anoxic cells, secondary
clarifiers, a blower building, and a chlorine contact

Mr. Hyland was the project engineer for the design of

basin. The plant expansion

nine wastewater pumping stations, ranging in capacity

with screening and grit removal, an influent pump

from

station, a gravity belt thickening building, and an

100 gpm to 2100 gpm for the Russian

River

Sanitation District in California. The design included

also included

new headworks

anaerobic digester.

emergency power facilities, telemetry system, flood
protection features, and associated force mains. Mr.

Technical Director, Drake Wastewater Treatment Plant

Hyland was responsible for the design of two major

Expansion, City of Fort Collins, CO

wastewater pumping stations in Santa Cruz County,

Mr. Hyland was technical

California. The pumping stations were designed with

construction

variable -speed pumps for maximum flow capacities of

Treatment Plant Expansion in Fort Collins, Colorado. The

7. 1 mgd and 9. 6 mgd at total dynamic

heads of 124 feet

management

Fort Collins expansion

director for the design and
of the

Drake

project included

Wastewater

a new headworks

and 104 feet, respectively. The design incorporated such

with influent screw pumps, mechanical bar screens, and

features as acoustical

aerated grit system; four primary sedimentation tanks;
two biotowers with biotower pump station;

emergency

power

treatment,

generation,

equipment features.

odor control facilities,

and

other

auxiliary

odor control system;

and support facilities rated for

19- mgd design flow capacity for combined domestic and
brewery wastewater.

g -q
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ED BARNHURST,

PE

Technical Advisory Committee - Civil/ Hydraulic Analysis

Company:

Mr. Barnhurst has 37 years of experience and currently

MWH

serves as Chief Pipeline Engineer for MWH in the »

Key Highlights:
MWH' s chief

U. S. He has extensive pipeline engineering and design »
Education:

pipeline

engineer

37 years of experience working

experience in the civil/ municipal area, with emphasis

on similar sewer projects

BS, Civil

on water

Engineering,

wastewater

Oregon State

and transportation engineering. He has played key roles
in project planning, pipeline alignment evaluations,
reservoir siting studies, pumping capacity evaluations, preliminary and final design, construction
management, and computer modeling for various projects throughout the U. S. and abroad. Mr.

transmission

pipelines,

water and »

Extended knowledge

University
Licenses/
Registrations:
Professional

Engineer -

resources,

NV, OR

pumping and conveyance,

storm drainage,

of mPATH

pipeline route analysis software

Barnhurst developed the MWH pipeline route analysis tool ( mPATH) based on his 30 years of

pipeline route evaluation and design experience and is currently overseeing its application for the
evaluation

of 14 possible

alternatives

for the Tarrant

Regional

Water District' s Integrated

UT, WA, WY

Pipeline project in Dallas, Texas. Mr. Barnhurst

Availability:
50%

will provide advice and consultation

in the areas

of civil design and hydraulic analysis, and support during QA as a member of the Technical
Advisory Committee.
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE:

Technical Lead Conveyance Engineer, Integrated

QA/ QC Reviewer, Southwest (

Pipeline ( IPL) Project, Tarrant Water District

Utilities Expansion Program ( UEP), City of Cape

TRWD),

Dallas/ Fort Worth,

TX

Coral,

TRWD

lead conveyance

IPL Project

engineer for the

in Dallas/

Fort Worth,

FL

Mr. Barnhurst performed all QA/ QC reviews

Mr. Barnhurst is currently working as the
technical

SW4): Cape Coral

for Cape Coral

Texas.

The project consists of more than 25 miles of

84 -inch open cut piping and 120 -inch -diameter

UEP. He reviewed

the water

and wastewater piping systems. The purpose
of this design/ construction

management

at -risk

CMAR) project was to extend gravity sewer,

pipe in a 14 -foot -diameter tunnel. This multi -

potable water, irrigation, force mains, and

phased project is currently on time and under

storm drainage piping throughout the

budget.

defined project area in Cape Coral. The scope

The initial work for the project

development

and evaluation

included

of potential

included 127. 8 miles of new piping ( not

pipeline routes within a 25 -mile -long by 12 -mile -

including services), which consisted of

wide study area. Fourteen viable alternatives

35. 7 miles of new potable water piping

were developed for further evaluation, ranking,
and scoring. These alternatives

were paired

down to the final recommended

alignment

main piping ( 4 to 30 inches), and 37. 4 miles of

which was documented in the Preliminary
Design

Report (

PDR).

That

report

included

4 to 12 inches), 40. 2 miles of new irrigation

piping ( 4 to 30 inches), 3. 6 miles of new force
new gravity sewer ( 6 to 20 feet deep).
a

description of the alignment, cost estimates,

Pipeline Engineer, New Orleans Recovery

and plan and profile drawings along with other

Program, New Orleans Sewerage & Water Board

traffic control, haul routes, surface restoration,

SNWB),

New Orleans,

and permitting technical memorandums for the

Mr. Barnhurst

project.

assessment

MWH' s mPATHTM

pipeline

evaluation

LA

prepared

a pipeline

condition

for the New Orleans SNWB which

tool was used to speed up and document the
alignment evaluation process. In the highly

operates

developed

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. The facilities

area this tool was invaluable in

two large diameter,

that experienced

damages

documenting the potential impacts for each

consist of approximately

alignment

72 -inch steel pipe constructed

alternative.

approximately
Hi -Desert Water District I July 2012

steel forcemains

associated

with

5. 3 miles of mostly
in 1975, and

3 miles of mostly 54 -inch steel
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pipe constructed

in 1961 and 1964. He evaluated

forcemains for pipe condition

and expected

remaining

Project Engineer, Richmond

Beach Flow Transfer Project,

King County Department of Natural Resources, Seattle, WA
Mr. Barnhurst prepared the design for an 11. 8- mgd

life. The selected testing program included:

sewerage pumping station with three associated 18 -inch

Environmental database search

and 20 -inch diameter forcemains

Physical visual inspection along forcemain routes
and, where exposed, physical inspection of the
coating

materials

Hydraulic

conditions

analysis

and 24 -inch to 36 -inch

gravity outfall lines for the Municipality of Metropolitan
Seattle. The pump station provides a total lift of 130
feet with two independent pump systems to pump to
the Edmonds

forcemain

or the McAleer

forcemain

as

Destructive coupon extraction testing

required. Variable frequency drives ( VFDs) were used

Non- destructive

to match flow signals from the Richmond Beach pump

ultrasonic testing

station also designed by Montgomery Watson. The
forcemain and gravity pipe alignment traverse through

Non- destructive guided wave testing

Quality Assurance/ Quality Control ( QA/ QC) Engineer,
Brightwater Conveyance System, King County, WA
Mr. Barnhurst performed QA/ QC for the site piping
at the North Creek Facility, which is part of a 12 -mile
system

of pipelines

and

tunnels

that conveys

treated

effluent to Puget Sound for discharge. The project
involved a large diameter pipeline, river intake, and

alternate delivery services.
Sewer Overflow

CSO) Project, City of Portland, OR
As the project engineer, Mr. Barnhurst provided
evaluation,

and design for the

existing outfalls on the west side of the Willamette River.
He prepared the pipeline plan as well as profile drawings,

including diversion structure plans and details for the
final design. The project included

Southern Snoqualmie
approximately 3, 600
install the sewer line
tunnels were 40 feet

County. The hilly terrain required
feet of 48 -inch diameter boring to
piping. Several of the bored
in depth with one boring of

820 feet in length.

Project Engineer, Inglewood Hill Road Interceptor and
Forcemain project, Sammamish Plateau Water and Sewer

Project Engineer, Westside Combined

diversion, consolidation

several residential communities in North King County and

3, 090 feet of 84 -inch,

1, 370 feet of 72 -inch, 4, 950 feet of 54 -inch and 825 feet

of 36 -inch micro -tunneled pipe. Jacking and retrieval pits
for the pipelines ranged from 30 to 70 feet in depth.

District, Redmond, WA

This work involved completing the pre -design report,
various pipe materials and coating studies and final
design drawings, specifications and contract documents

for 4, 520 feet of gravity sewer pipe ranging in size
from 8 -inch to 24 -inch, including manholes and
appurtenances.

Also included in the design was 4, 850

feet of 18 -inch forcemain pipe, a transition structure, and
odor control facilities.
Project Engineer, Battle Creek/ South Airport Forcemains

Project, City of Salem, OR
Mr. Barnhurst prepared the preliminary design and
evaluated

the alignment,

for two forcemain
project included

materials,

and appurtenances

sewers ( 16 and 30 diameters).

This

1, 200 feet of 14 -inch pipe, 5, 550 feet of

20 -inch pipe and 10, 250 feet of 36 -inch sewer forcemain
piping

B- 6
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JOHN KEARNEY, PE

Engineering Services During Construction — Lead ( Optional
Company

Mr. Kearney has 40 years of field, construction

MWH

management,

and design experience.

Task)

Key Highlights:

He has managed

Over 40 years of experience

a wide array of projects including conveyance systems,
Education:

wastewater treatment plants, potable, raw and reclaimed

MS, Civil

water reservoirs, pump stations, sewers, and lift stations.

Engineering,

He has coordinated

University of Texas

design disciplines,

BS, Civil

Engineering,
University of Texas

with clients, agencies,
and subconsultants

in pipeline and pump station
design, construction,
construction

different

innovative design drawings and specifications.

program

He has

needs

He has been designing pump

assisted in bid phase meetings, addenda modifications,

stations, reservoirs, and

and bid analyses. Mr. Kearney' s specific construction
management and engineering during construction duties

pipelines for over 10 years
in California

Licenses/

have entailed field inspection,

Registrations:

information (

Professional

and negotiations, and pay estimate processing. He has also supervised inspectors and testing,
environmental, and public relations subconsultants. Mr. Kearney will lead Engineering Services
during construction ( ESDC) as required by the District.

Engineer ( Civil)

CA

Availability

RFI)

responses,

submittal

and

management

Fully available to meet

to produce

and request for

modifications

and clarifications

to contracts,

change

order reviews

RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE:

75%

Project Manager, P- 1046 Wastewater Upgrades

Upgrades. This project includes modifications

and Recycled Water System, Naval Facilities

to the existing aeration basins—new aeration

Engineering Command ( NAVFAC), Marine Corps
Base ( MCB) Camp Pendleton, CA

instrumentations,

Mr. Kearney is project manager for the
preparation

of a 60%

design -build RFP package

Wastewater upgrades consist of approximately
33, 000 feet of gravity sewers and force
mains, replacement of one existing lift station,
construction of entirely one new lift station
and upgrades to three existing lift stations. The
recycled

water

system

consists

of and

reverse

osmosis ( RO) blend and storage facility and
pump station, approximately 44, 000 feet of
recycled

water

pipelines,

one

new

recycled

water reservoir and connections to existing
recycled

water facilities

to provide

landscape

panels, baffle walls, floating mixers, piping,
new aeration blowers and

piping, new secondary

clarifier skimming

troughs, new filter air scour facility and blowers
and new cover for existing backwash tank.
Responsibilities
response,

include submittal review, RFI

and contract

clarifications.

Project Manager, San Vicente Pumping Facilities,
San Diego County Water Authority, San Diego, CA
Mr. Kearney served as MWH project manager

for the engineering services during construction
of the San Diego County Water Authority' s San
Vicente Pumping Facilities project. The $ 75M
project

includes

a 4 -MG

prestressed

concrete

irrigation, groundwater recharge, construction

reservoir, large diameter open cut piping,

water fill stations and emergency connections
to a neighboring water district.

vaults,

and

access

roads.

His

responsibilities

include submittal review, RFI response and
contract

clarifications.

Project Engineer, RW Chapman Water

Reclamation Facility (WRF) Upgrades, Otay Water
District, Otay, CA
Mr. Kearney is serving as project engineer for

the engineering services during construction of
the Otay Water District' s RW Chapman WRF

Hi -Desert Water District I July 2012

B
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Project Manager/ Engineer, Los Coches Pump
Station, Helix Water District, Lakeside, CA

Mr. Kearney is serving as project manager for
the engineering services during construction
of the Helix Water District' s Los Coches Pump
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Station and was also involved as project engineer during

pumps, 3, 300 linear feet of 30 -inch cement mortar

the design phase. This treated water pump station is

lined and coated steel pipe ( CMLC) pipelines, valve

located at the R. M. Levy Water Treatment Plant and will
convey approximately 64 mgd to Helix Water District,
Otay Water District and Padre Dam Municipal Water

and meter vaults, yard piping and site and access road

District. The project will include a new pump station with

five 450 -hp pumps, power substation and an emergency
generator.
RFI

His responsibilities

response

and

contract

include

submittal

review,

grading

and

Project Engineer, Effluent Equalization and Joint Use

Facilities, Encina Wastewater Authority, Carlsbad, CA

Mr. Kearney served as project engineer during
construction

clarifications.

paving.

for this project

for the

Encina

Wastewater

Authority. In this role, he provided site visits, submittal
Project Manager, RP -4 Pump Station, Inland Empire Utility
Agency ( IEUA), Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Mr. Kearney served as project manager for the design of
Inland Empire Utility Agency' s RP -4 Pump Station project.
The project consists of upgrading an existing pump

station by adding three 300 -hp vertical turbine pumps
and constructing a new booster pump station with five
300 -hp horizontal split case pumps and approximately
800 feet of 36- and 48 -inch -diameter discharge
Project

Manager,

San Vicente

to Second

Aqueduct

pipeline.
Pipeline,

San Diego County Water Authority, San Diego, CA
Mr. Kearney served as MWH project manager for the
engineering services during construction of the San
Diego County Water Authority' s San Vicente to Second
Aqueduct Pipeline project. The $ 200M project includes

reviews,

handled

RFI responses,

modifications during construction of the 8 -MG open
rectangular reservoir, two pump stations, two electrical
and controls buildings, a surge tank, a standby generator,
and various appurtenances.

Resident Engineer, Reclaimed Water Distribution System,

City of Escondido, CA
Mr. Kearney served as resident engineer for the $ 15M
City of Escondido' s Reclaimed Water Distribution System.
In this role, he managed the construction of three
pipeline

projects and one reservoir project— a buried

2 -MG prestressed concrete reservoir. The distribution

system consisted of approximately

large diameter open cut piping, and vaults.

PVC) reclaimed water pipelines supplying 9 mgd to 70

Responsibilities include submittal review, RFI response,

also oversaw

and

with geotechnical,

clarifications.

Project Engineer, 450- 1 Reservoir and 680- 1 Pump Station,

Otay Water District, Otay, CA
Mr. Kearney served as project engineer for the design
and engineering services during construction of Otay
Water District' s 450- 1 Reservoir and 680- 1 Pump Station.
The

project

consisted

of a 12 - MG

recycled

water

18 miles of 24 -inch

ductile iron pipe ( DIP) to 4 -inch polyvinyl chloride

services for parks, schools, golf courses, landscaping,
and industrial users all over the City. Mr. Kearney

11 miles of 102 -inch -diameter raw water tunnel,

contract

and oversaw design

two full- time inspectors
environmental,

and coordinated

and

public

relations

subconsultants. He handled the City' s $ 1. 2M change
order ( approximately 8, 000 linear feet of 18-, 12-, and
8 -inch water mains, fire hydrants, resident services, and
appurtenances)

on the final pipeline contract to repair a

failing portion of the City' s potable water system.

steel

reservoir and a 17- mgd pump station with four 300 -hp

g. g
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ALOK PANDYA, PE, PMP
Hydraulic Analysis Lead and Public Outreach Liaison

Company:

Mr. Pandya was selected to serve as a Hydraulic Analysis

MWH

Lead because of his diverse experience in areas of master

Key Highlights:
Experienced

planning, wastewater design, and regulatory issues. His
Education:

extensive

MS, Civil

engineer, provides him a unique perspective to resolve

Engineering,

technical, operational, political, and strategic issues. He

University of

has successfully managed complex projects such as the
Water Management Plan Update for the Coachella Valley

California,
Los Angeles
BS, Civil

Engineering,
DD Institute of

Technology ( India)
Licenses/
Registrations:

experience,

with

District

facilities and staff having served

both as a planner and a design

as project
2004

manager

District

Developed
water
model

Water District ( CVWD). This $ 2M project identifies

under the

Engineer

Contract

the CIP for District' s

system

and

hydraulic

of the water system

the proposed

sewer

and

system

strategies for implementing potable water, wastewater, »

Diverse experience in areas

recycled water, and desalination projects for CVWD.

of master planning,

His wastewater experience includes the design of solids

wastewater

handling and truck loading facility modifications, design
of influent wastewater sampling systems, , and designing
sludge dewatering systems and gravity belt thickeners.

regulatory issues, and public
outreach

treatment

design,

coordination

Most recently, he served as the assistant project manager for Elsinore Valley Municipal Water

Professional

District' s ( EVMWD) preliminary design of the South Reach of the Lakeshore Trunk Sewer System.

Engineer ( Civil)

Mr. Pandya will also serve as public outreach liaison, a position he has held previously on District

CA

Project
Management

projects. In this role, he will be responsible for providing all required project information to the
future

District

Public

Information

Officer ( PIO) and Katz &

Associates. He has provided similar

support to CVWD involving numerous local tribes, public agencies, and the community.

Professional PMP) — Project

Management

RELEVANT

PROJECT EXPERIENCE:

Institute ( PMI)

Project Manager, District Engineering Services,
Hi - Desert Water District, Yucca Valley, CA

Availability:

on various

Mr. Pandya has served as project manager
60%

projects executed

under the 2004

Project Manager, District 29 Master Plan, Los

Angeles County Department of Public Works
LACDPW), Los Angeles, CA

Mr. Pandya is leading a team in preparing a

District Engineer Contract for the District.

master

As part of this as -needed services contract,

contains water distribution

Mr. Pandya led the MWH Team to develop

the City of Malibu and the unincorporated

the District' s Water Master Plan, Sewer

Topanga areas. The project, which is under

Master Plan, and a number of water supply
assessments. Mr. Pandya is providing on- call
consulting services to the District for the

an as -needed

proposed

potential funding options for implementing

consists

water

reclamation

project,

of design and construction

which

of 80 miles

plan for LACDPW

contract

District

29, which

infrastructure

that expires

for

in 2012,

involves developing a hydraulic model, capital
improvement

plan ( CIP), and an evaluation of

the projects identified in the CIP. Over and

of collection system design and a wastewater

above the normal project management duties,

treatment plant. He was responsible for

Mr. Pandya is also responsible for preparing
progress reports for LA County Board of

developing CIP for District' s water system.
He developed
water system

District' s hydraulic
and the proposed

using H2OMAP Water and
InfoSWMM

software.

model

of the

sewer system

Supervisors

and conducting

workshops for a

Task Force Committee consisting of members
of public, City of Malibu, Topanga, LA County
officials, land developers, the and LA County
Fire Department.

c!,
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Services

Project Manager, Lakeshore

Trunk Sewer South

Reach, EVMWD, Lake Elsinore, CA
Mr. Pandya assisted the project manager for the

Wildomar and Southern Region Feasibility Study for the
EVMWD. The EVMWD had previously designed a major
trunk sewer and regional
EVMWD' s service

lift station to serve half of the

area for ultimate

flow conditions.

Due

to economic constraints, the EVMWD was unable to

construct the facility. This project evaluated alternative
short- term solutions

to address wastewater

flow needs in

this portion of the EVMWD' s service area, as the existing
system was already above capacity. The project included

Hyperion Solids Handling and Truck Loading Facility
Modifications, City of Los Angeles, CA
Mr. Pandya was involved in developing concept -level
alternatives for modifications

of the existing solids

handling and truck loading facility at the Hyperion
Treatment Plant to improve handling of Class A Biosolids.
He evaluated and made recommendations

to improve the

existing plant processes such as sludge dewatering, wet
cake pumping, and truck loading. Mr. Pandya conducted
a research of sludge dewatering equipment, wet cake

pumping equipment, and hoppers with live bottoms to

evaluation of various force main, gravity sewer, and lift

load the biosolids transporting trucks. He also generated
concept -level layouts for truck loading, staging and

station

maneuvering

configurations

and

alignments,

construction

cost

estimates for the existing design as well as proposed
alternatives, and development of a preliminary design for

areas using Microstation,

as well as

developing detailed cost estimates for different
alternatives

and technologies

investigated.

the project.

Project Engineer, Regional Water Reclamation
Project

Manager,

Water

Management

Plan

Update,

Facility

WRF) Expansion, EVMWD, Lake Elsinore, CA

CVWD, Riverside County, CA

Mr. Pandya performed engineering work for the

Mr. Pandya successfully led a team in preparing the
2010 Coachella Valley Water Management Plan and
Programmatic Environmental Impact Report. This highly
complex $ 2M planning project lasted five years and

expansion of EVMWD' s Regional WRF to 8 mgd,

required coordination

as pH, conductivity, turbidity and also grab samples

with a lot of agencies and public.

He also developed water demand projections for the year
2045, based on population

growth and land conversion

trends in the Coachella Valley. Mr. Pandya performed
a supply demand analysis for the year 2045, and

including designing an influent wastewater sampling
system for sampling National
Elimination

System (

NPDES)

Pollutant Discharge
required

parameters

such

for laboratory analyses. He also designed an extension
for a bridge crane at the UV facility in order to cover
the complete span of the UV channels as required by
the client. Mr. Pandya generated

chapters on biological

for the preferred project alternative. Mr. Pandya was also

reactors, power distribution and standby power, and
distributed control systems among several others for the
O& M Manual. Additionally, he produced figures using

involved in Public Outreach

Microstation for all the chapters of the O& M Manual.

developed alternatives to meet the year 2045 demand.

He was also responsible for developing cost estimates
efforts for the project with

particular focus on Indian tribes in the Coachella Valley
and Bureau of Indian Affairs. Mr. Pandya was responsible

for reviewing and submitting
presentations

monthly invoices, preparing

and white papers for CVWD staff, and

attending monthly progress meetings.
Assistant Project Manager, Back Basin Groundwater
Storage Project, EVMWD, Lake Elsinore, CA
Mr. Pandya assisted in this multi- million dollar

groundwater storage project for and funded by
the EVMWD. Mr. Pandya oversaw the design and
construction

management

activities for this project.

Mr. Pandya was responsible for preparing well -drilling
specifications

for two dual- purpose

wells to be used for

underground aquifer storage as well as for coordinating
the well equipping construction design package with
various design disciplines. Additionally, Mr. Pandya
prepared an opinion of probable

construction

cost for

well drilling and equipping.
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ALBERTS, PLS

Property and Right -of -Way Aquisition

Company

Mr. Alberts has extensive experience with field surveying,

RBF

mapping, and aquisition

Key Highlights:

planning. As property and

Several

Right -of -Way Aquisition Lead, he is responsible for survey
Education:

support, calculations, coordination, and supervision of

Coursework,

field operations. Additionally, Mr. Alberts has broad

Mt. San

knowledge of title research, map preparation including

Jacinto College

right-of-way documents and legal descriptions, and

Licenses/
Registrations:

tentative

and final maps. His experience

years

of combined

area

experience in field surveying
and office mapping
Has broad local knowledge

of title research, map
preparation including right of -way documents and legal

includes ALTA

Surveys, boundary, topographic, subdivision, control,

descriptions, and tentative and

monitoring, and construction

final maps

surveys. Mr. Alberts

Professional Land

is experienced in using various types of surveying

Skilled using various types of

Surveyor — CA

equipment,

total stations,

surveying equipment, including

and data collectors

GPS, reflectorless total stations,

including GPS, reflectorless

lasers, CAD programs,

Availability

with

surveying

computers

and construction

lasers, and CAD programs

software.

55%

RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE:

Project Manager, Land Survey and

Project Surveyor, Colorado

Mapping Services, Hi - Desert Water District,
Yucca Valley, CA

As -Needed Survey Services, Metropolitan
Water District of Southern

RBF provided project research, established

Los Angeles, CA

control and ground targets for aerial mapping,
conducted right of way mapping, and field
survey for utilities within the project area. RBF

on- call agreement with the MWD for boundary
surveys along the Colorado River aqueduct.

also performed

field surveys

to locate and

RBF has completed

River Aqueduct

California ( MWD),

30 task orders under an

measure existing topographic and plannimetric

Boundary surveys are needed to support
perfection of the rights- of-way

features

granted to MWD under Act of Congress in

within the WWTP

site and adjacent

Covington Wash area. Data was then imported
into a geodatabase to convert files for District' s

1932. Each survey retraces portions of the
230 mile aqueduct and the adjoining

use in a GIS system.

government

Project Manager, Capital Improvements —

Project Surveyor, Avenue 56 Agricultural

Topographic Surveys and Base Mapping Projects,
Cucamonga Valley Water District, Rancho

Transmission Pipeline, Phase III, Coachella Valley

Cucamonga, CA

Water District ( CVWAD),

RBF provided aerial mapping, topographic

RBF provided civil design and surveying services

sections.

Drain Relocation

and Airport Boulevard

Water

Coachella, CA

and control surveys, right-of-way mapping

for the relocation

and utilities mapping for various capital

drain pipeline and a 30 -inch domestic

of a 24 -inch agricultural

improvement projects. The scope of work

pipeline in preparation of the Avenue 56/

water

included compiling utility research, rights -

State Route 86 bridge crossing project for the

of -ways, topographic

CVWD. Survey and mapping services included

features,

and aerial

photogrammetry into base maps to be used for

horizontal

civil

topography, aerial photogrammetry and right-

design.

of- way

Hi -Desert Water District I July 2012

and vertical

control,

conventional

mapping.
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Kana Pipeline, Inc. KANA PIPELINE, INC.

Kana Pipeline will provide potholing services for the entire collection system
during the project. Kana Pipeline has more than 25 years as an underground
subsurface utility engineering ( SUE) contractor. Under the Kana Pipeline
SUE division, they provide complete potholing and utility location services,
which help ensure that pipelines are installed as designed per plan, reducing
or eliminating costs associated with plan changes and further rework. This
is added reassurance that the pipeline project will be installed according to
contracted

g_ 12

plans and schedule.
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MWHC
July 18, 2012

Hi -Desert Water District
Attn: Ed Muzik

55439 29 Palms Highway
Yucca Valley, California 92284

RE: Fee Proposal

for Wastewater

Collection

System

Design Services

for the Hi -Desert Water District ( District)

Dear Mr. Muzik:

The MWH Team is pleased to submit the attached fee proposal and rate schedule to the District in response
to the Wastewater Collection System Design Services Request for Proposals ( RFP). The proposed
exceed

amount to perform

the required

services

not -to -

is $ 3, 465, 782. The fee proposal reflects the level of effort

and project schedule detailed in the Project Implementation

section of this proposal.

The MWH Team is conscious

in the District' s service area. Our unique

of the economic

environment

understanding of the project, based on over 20 years of engagement with the District, has helped us develop
a project approach that accelerates the project schedule and maximizes cost savings during both the design
phase and construction

phase of this project.

The submitted fee estimate is our good -faith effort to achieve the lowest cost possible and deliver a quality
product that fully meets the District' s needs.
Should you have any questions, please contact Wessam Daoud at ( 626) 568-6279 or via email

at Wessam. daoud@mwhglobal. com. We look forward to the opportunity to continue our successful
relationship with the District and the Yucca Valley community.

Sincerely,

Richard
Vice

D. Plecker,

President

and

PE

Regional

Wessam
Manager

Daoud,

PE, PhD, PMP

Project Manager

9':
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SLae 200
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Services

MWH Fee Schedule

Schedule of Hourly Rates
Billing Classifications
Principal

Hourly Rates

In Charge

275

Principal Professional II

245

Principal

225

Professional

1

Supervising Professional

190

Senior Professional

160

Professional

140

Associate

130

Senior

Professional

Designer

165

Designer

135

Administrator

125

Compensation is based on a single not -to -exceed fee based on the following contract terms:
1.

Payment of the invoiced amount for the professional engineering services shall be based on
monthly invoices describing the work performed and expenses incurred during the
preceding

2.

month.

Non -salary expenses and outside services attributable to the Project shall include:
Living and traveling expenses including mileage of employees when away from the
home office on business connected with the services;

Mileage will be charged at the prevailing IRS rates.

The identifiable costs of reproduction, printing and binding applicable to the project;
A CAD rate in the amount of $ 16. 75 per computer aided design/ drafting hour to cover
the hardware, software and related expenses of CAD; and
The actual cost of outside and subcontracted
to

the

project

will

be

overhead, administration,
3.

charged

at the

services,

above -stated

and other direct costs identifiable
cost

plus

15

percent

to cover

other indirect costs and profit.

Payment shall be due within 30 days after date of monthly invoice describing the work
performed and expenses incurred during the preceding month.

4.

Above rates are valid for the year 2012 and 2013.
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MWH
Hi -Desert Water District

Wastewater Collection System Design Services
Fee Proposal

Assumptions

The following assumptions are used in developing our fee proposal.

These assumptions

are

to be used in conjunction with other assumptions and exceptions presented in the Scope
of Work.

Task 1: Project Management

Twelve ( 12) month project schedule to complete the preliminary and final design. This
will be followed by two ( 2) months of bidding phase services

Baseline schedule will be prepared and updated on a monthly basis using Primavera P6
Twenty eight ( 28) one hour telephonic meetings during the course of the project
Fourteen ( 14) in- person progress meetings with the DISTRICT

Three ( 3) project technical advisory committee ( TAC) meetings
Four ( 4) submittal review meetings with the DISTRICT to discuss 30, 60, 90 and 100
percent

design

submittals

Ten ( 10) agency coordination meetings
One ( 1) presentation summarizing project findings each to the DISTRICT Board and
Regional Water Quality Control Board. These presentations will be delivered by
DISTRICT

personnel

Task 2: Public Outreach Assistance
Three ( 3) public outreach

events and three ( 3) conference

call coordination

meetings

Task 3: Preliminary Design Report ( PDR) and Cost Estimate
Four ( 4) month duration to complete preliminary design activities
The 30 percent drawing set will consist of up to 430 sheets.
The DISTRICT will provide one set of consolidated review comments for the 30 percent
submittal

The price proposal does not include survey costs; it is assumed that the already
completed RBF topography is adequate.
Task 4: Permitting
The DISTRICT will sign all permit applications and pay all application fees
Task 5: Right -of -Way

Up to 160 parcels will require title search and legal description of properties necessary
for the DISTRICT to acquire temporary or permanent easements
Task 6: Geotechnical Investigations

Estimated total length of drilling is 1, 600 linear feet

The price proposal does not include delays in the field, other than delays caused by
CONSULTANT or its subconsultants, including ' right -of -entry" in order to complete the
work proposed

herein.

Encroachment permitting fee for geotechnical drilling as required by the Town of Yucca
Valley or other agencies as appropriate are not included in our scope of work and
pricing.
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Task 7: Subsurface Utility Investigations

Up to 250 potholes have been budgeted for this task
Encroachment permitting fee for potholing and excavation as required by the Town of
Yucca Valley or other agencies as appropriate are not included in our scope of work and
pricing.

Task 9: Final Design and Cost Estimate
Eight ( 8) month duration to complete final design and cost estimate activities

The final design drawing set will consist of up to 559 sheets.
The DISTRICT will provide one set of consolidated review comments for each design
submittal
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